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He added that he had no specific
arrangements with any member of
const ess for its Introduction.
"This resolution was used in New
York as a basist for an attempted re- OUT
conciliation between Edward Lauter- bach and the Morgan firm," said Sen-- !
ator Cummins.
Martin insisted he knew nothing of
1VI0
that. Under questioning Martin testified that the resolution was introBATTLE WHICH BEGAN ON LAST
CONFIRMED HE DREW ... UP CON- duced in the house in practically-thWEDNESDAY
Lamar
form he and
FAVORS THE
GRESSIONAL RESOLUTION FOR
agreed upon.
Stan"Did
tell
INVESTIGATION
Representative
you
GREEKS, SAY REPORTS
STEEL
ley who finally introduced the resolution that Lamar had prepared It?"
BLFLGARS
LEAVE ARTILLERY
"I don't thing so."
STARTLING FACTS COME GUT
"Did you try to supress that fact?"
"Not In the least."
THE SERVIANS ARE REPORTED
LAUTERBACH, ASSOCIATED WITH
"Active part of that lobby Is the
TO HAVE TAKEN 1,000 BUL-- .
BELAMAR, FAILS TO APPEAR
navy league," he added.
GARIANS PRISONERS
FORE PROBERS
J. P. Morgan, Jr., and Herbert Sat- terlee of .Morgan and Company,
he
named as inieiested in the Xavy ALL SIDES CLAIM
EXPOSURES
VICTORIES
PLATE
ARMOR
,
league.
"The result of their lobbying has reTESTIMONY SHOWS THAT LAMAR sulted in the United States payin? KING CHARLES OF ROMANIA ORDERS THE MOBILIZATION OF
hundreds of millions for obsolete
WAS KING OF ALL WASHINGMarand
useless
said
armor,"
ships
ALL HIS SOLDIERS
TON LOBBYISTS
r
tin.

GREEKS

TESTIMONY BEARS

LAMAR'S

VICTORS

ed

100.

VICTIMS

IMPROVING

Gettysburg, Pa., July 3. All of the
victims of W. B. Henry of Philadelphia
who ran amuck in the dining room of
a Gettysburg hotel last night are reported today to be doing well. Charles
Ensor, who received the most dangerous wounds, is not out of danger, but
the doctors say there is little likelihood of his death unless
complications arise.
'J

W. MAN SENTENCED
Paterson, N. X, July 3. Patrick
Quinlan, a leader for the Industrial
Workers of the World1, today was sen
tenced to prison for not less than
two nor more than seven years and
to pay a fine of $500. He was con
Saloniki, July 3. The battle be- - victed
Washington, July 3. Confirmation the cominitttee took a recess ' until
recently of inciting riot among
tween the Greek and Bulgarian troops
of David Lamar's claim that it was 4:30 p. m. when G. Harrold- Howell
the striking mill workers.
which began on Wednesday, resulted
he who drew the congressional reso- of the California Bruit Growers , asso- - '
m a complete victory for the Greeks,
lution under which the Stanley com- ciation will be examined.
States
United
mittee investigated the
NEflf TRIAL IS
'
... .Greek' artillery
silenced the
Steel corporation was given to the
'ian
Pi ID,,880TL1UTN
gUDS
fantiy
senate lobby committee today by HenSalt Lake City,
j pierced tn6
DENIED
Bulgar,an lines at Daudll
ft
of
head
Parifm-SoutheB.
Union
Martin,
the
ry
dissolving
Tne Bulgarian troops were eventually
ust
Martin's testimony, Pacific merger, which was received
league."
driven away from the plain of
- -less gripping, and less startling than
St. Paul
here yester-- , kish.
CASE APPEALED rHfS MORNING
Lamar's yesterday, when the latter day will be entered on record next
TO THE SUPREME COURT.
'
blandly told of confidential relations Monday morning in the United States!
BOND IS NAMED
Bugarg
with Wall street leaders, and his Im- district court, the original court of
3.-- The
Bulgaria,
authoJuly
was corpersonations of congressmen,
This morning at the session of the
jurisdiction. The 8uit of the United ritie.
absolutely denied all state-State- s
roborated and supplementary to Lavs. the Union Pacific Railroad
court attorneys for Editor
dlistrict
m
lssued
BeIgaPde
reporting
1
mar's pa several points.
company and others" wsa filed, here) the success of the Servian troops. An Chacon argued a motion for a new
lie testified that after Lamar drew on- February 1, 1908.
official statement sent out today says trial and rfhearing. It was denied by
resolu.
the Bulgarian troops repulsed the the court.
the steel trust investigating
A
motion
induced
for an appeal to the suRepresenta"DOC." SEMMENS DEAD
tion he, Martin,
Servians and captured a number of
He did
court
was then presented and
it.
preme
introduce
to
George
(Doc.) villages on the banks of the Zletnovs-k- a
Cincinnati, July
tive Stanley
a bond placed at $300 pending the
was Us
Semmens, physical trainer of the Cin
not tell Stanley that Lamar
river in Macedonia.
Afterward or- decision of the
supreme court, was
author but did not try to suppress the cinnati National club, died here today ders were iveu t0 the BugaHans t0
named.
that
knowledge
the
disclaimed
of
heat.
the
effects
from
Ie
fact
Twojcease fire and they returned to their
The many friends of Chacon at
.amar had used the resolution before weeks ago he was operated on for ap-- former positions. The Servians are
Albuquerque will l'ililtless be sorry
finanwith
and
had
left
the
In
dealings
pondicitis
introduction
just
have suffered heavy losses
'
to hear of the new developments in
ciers and protested he knew nothing pltal.
the case on account of the fact that
of Lamar's telephone impersonations.
Bulgarians Quit Guns
no petition can be used now that an
senaPersistent questioning by the
Belgrade, Servia, July 3. Servian appeal has been requested. The gentors tailed to make Martin divulge BULL
representatives of the fighting on eral opinion is that the supreme court
league" was or
what the "anti-trus- t
Tuesday between the BuBlgarian and will uphold the decision of the disto
Servian armies state that the Bul- trict court.
who composed it. He declined
tell of their
or
members
of
abandoned several entire batnames
garians
give
he
teries' of field guns, many rifles and
disposition of thousands of dollars
BY much ammunition. One thousand Bul- MADE TODAY
said it had spent. The committee ADDRESSES
WELL KNOWN MEN OF
prisoners are said to have
jgarian
wanted to know what Martin knew
TODAY IN CONGRESS
THE NEW PARTY
been taken by the Servians who deabout lobbies in Washington.
I. W.
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He declared that when Chairman
Lovett of the Union Pacific board and
Paul D. Cravath of counsel had been
to the department of justice to discuss
Atthe Union Pacific dissolution with
had
McReyriolds
they
torney General
"lobbied" the department. A. D. Dinkey of the Carnegie Steel company,
Vice President Johnson of the Bethlehem Steel company, and Vice President Peter Petrie of Midvale Steel
in
company had been In Washington
conMarch to lobby for armor ' plate
tracts, Martin declared.
Edward Lauterbach, the New York
Lamar's
lawyer who figures in David
In
congressmen
of
impersonations
York finanNew
with
talks
telephone
as the
ciers, was not on hand today
had
expected
committee
senate lobby
when it resumed taking testimony.
"an-t- i
Henry B. Martin of a
be
to
called
was
here
trust" league
examined on Lamar's statement that
after he had drawn a resolution for
a congressional investigation , of the
United States Steel corporation he
in
gave the resolution to Martin who
turn induced Representative- Stanley
of Kentucky to introduce; it in the
house.
Martin claimed he had presented to
the secretary of the navy evidences
of frauds in armor plate contracts
and that he had given information to
other government officials regarding
violations of law by the "railroad
trust, coal trust, steel trust, harvester
trust and elevators trust" at a cost of
more than $100,000.
Further questioning brought out that
Lamar in 1309 when the Wickersham
railroad law amendments were before
congress, had supplied arguments and
information that Martin presented to
members. Martin thought such information had led to the striking out of
the sections to immunize railroads
"
from prosecution.
of.
"Did Lamar prepare ihe draft
the resolution for the .investigation of
the steel trust," demanded Senator

clare that the Bulgarians
dead and 1,800 wounded.

lost

800

Newport, R. I., July 3. "Conservation" and social and industrial justice, called by the party leaders byWho Are Victors?
products of progressiveism, were disLondon, July 3. Accounts of the
cussed at the closing sessions today fighting between the former Balkan
of the progressive
natwnal confer- allies in Macedonia coming from the
ence. Among the speakers were Cli- victorious capital of the nations confford Pinchot, former chief of the bu- cerned are
conflicting. The Servian
reau of forestry; Herbert Knox Smith, and Greeks are issuing reports of the
former Commissioner of corporations, defeat of the Bulgarian troops, while
and Oscar Straus or New York, pro- the latter state just as emphatically
gressive candidate tor governor of that they are advancing toward
that State last fall,
and at the same time against
"The conservation question," Mr. the Servians along the whole 'line.
Pinchot said, "lies at the root of
every material human problem, for it
War Is Declared.
is the problem of shelter and clothes
London, July 3. War is to be de- which are nothing' but natural re- - dared by Servia against Bulgaria at
sources prepared for the use of man. xjskup for which place King Peter
"There are only two great forms of and premjer Pachitch departed from
exploitation the exploitation of tne Belgrade this morning, Recording to
earth by men and the exploitation the exchange telegraph company. The
The whole proclamation will state that Servia
of men by each other.
question of equality of opportunity has been provoked by Bulgaria to deIs just the question of the right of clare war.
the average human being to earn and
Roumanian Army Mobilized.
enjoy "his fair, share of the natural
resources on which all human life and
Bucharest. Roumania, July 3. King
welfare repends.'' ,
,
Charles ordered the general mobilizaMr. Smith said that the natural re- tion of the Roumanian army today.
sources were one of the cpntral issues in the progressive advance. "The i. TOKIO COURT "NOT PROVEN"
progressive program,' he said, "deThe court of appeals
Tokio, July
mands that the benefits of our,nat-ura- l
the finding of "not
pronounced
today
wealth shall be equally distribof"
on
torturing prls- charges
uted to all citizens. This is not now proven"
the public pro- oners
against,
brought
tho case Partly because of fraud,
curators of the district f jurt at Ut- partly because of crime, but mainly
because of our.' mistakes in national
examined some persons accused of
policy; we have placed the bulk of
our national wealth in private hands forgery for periods of 1G to 29 hours
'
at a stretch while the defendants
for a nominal price."
stood handcuffed and were given no
to rest.
opportunity
STRIKERS IN CITY'S EMPLOY
;
non-3.
j
Seven
'Cincinnati, July
DEAiF MUTES ORGANIZE
union ice plants seized yesterday by
3.As guests of
order of Mayor Henry T. Hunt were; Waco, Tex,-Julbeing operated today by the board of the Brazos club of this city a large
health in an effort to relieve the suf-- ' number of deaf mutes from all parts
fering caused by the strike of en- - of Texas assembled here today for a
gineers, firemen, drivers and helpers. three days' conference. Tha chief
The plants are in charge of striking purpose of the gathering is to
and firemen who were or- - ize a state society, having for itsCummins.
to return to work by union of- - ject the social and political better-ficiai- s
"It is my recollection that I asked
under an agreement made with ment of those who are deprived of
him to prepare it," paid Martin.
the mayor.
'the powers of speech and hearing.
d

,

-
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CITY EDITION

iolnt lpcinlativR tnvpsf inutlncr
tee. State Senator Frawley, chairman
of the committee, at the opening of
the investigation today directed the
committee's counsel to prepare a
LACK
complaint in order that the legislature
may find out "If there is some method
by which we can punish Mr. Piatt."
Piatt was one of the witnesses, call
ed when the committee began its investigation of the methods employed
MAYOR
TAUPERT SAYS MANY by George W. Blake, a commissioner HE WAS A PROMINENT LEADER
RESIDENTS, TAKE NO INTER-.- .
designated by the governor of his inFOR THE MADERO CAUSE
vestigation of the various state pris
EST IN HOMES
DURING REVOLUTION
ons. Members of the, legislature allege that the methods of the gover
AN
LETTER nor's Investigator demand an' Inquiry. JUAREZ ATTACK HAS CEASED
They charge that Blake has failed to
file vouchers for a part of bis draft on
EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN CITY
REBELS AWAITING GENERAL
S
state funds. Blake followed Piatt as
WANTS VIEWS OF PARKS,
ARRIVAL
BEFORE CONa witness.

3- -

-

organ-enginee-

d

Washington, July

3.

Senate:

Met

GEN.'FIGUERO

CIVIC

EXECUTED

PRIDE

AS

BY

FEDERALS

VIL-LA'-

HOMES, AND ETC.

TINUING BATTLE
AN EXCITING

RUNAWAY

Colorado Springs, Col., July 3.
PREPAREOJAYS MAYOR Mrs. Eugene Utz of Chicago, a members of the Turners who are visiting
A CHANCE FOR SECURING GOOD here following their Denver convention, had a thrilling experience toADVERTISING WILL BE
day with a runaway norse, while tak
PASSED UP
ing a horseback ride with friends,
li-animal became unmanageable
Mayor R. J. Taupert has received after she left the stables and ran
the following letter from H. S. Butten-heiin- , more than two miles before members
edito rof The American City, a of her party succeedea in bringing
publication which has accomplished it to a stop. Mrs. Utz was badly
much toward beautifying cities by the frightened, although apparently unin
suggestions which are offered through jured, but in her flight lost a valuable
its coluins monthly. The letter is as gold watch, several articles of jewel-

IT

EL PASO MECGAGF REFUGEES
SERVICES
CROSS

OF AMERICAN
RED
IS DECLINED BY JUAREZ COMMANDER

e

Won. R.

Mexico City, July 3.

j. Taupert, Mayor,"

,

"

I.

W. W. BANNER BURNED

Portland, Ore., July 3. An Industrial Workers of the World banner
Bear Sir:
We are tying to find the town in hoisted in a grove where residents
the United States, with a population of Sandy, a small town in the Casof less than 10,000, which has either: cade mountains, had planned to hold
their Fourth of July celebration, was
(1) The most beautiful park.
shot down by the towns people, drag(2) The finest shade trees.
ged in the street and bu Vied. News
(3) The best equipped playground.
of the incident, which occurred on
(4) The most artistic lighting sysTuesday afternoon, reached nere totem..
day. The banner was raised by mem(5) The handsomest public build- bers of a
telephone nno crew. The
ings.
crowd that shot it down
marched
(6) The best paved streets (includ- with its
trpnhy to the Sandy postof-fice- .
ing roadway, curbs, gutters and
There a hollow
square "was
or
formed aud .wh.ile the'., town , band;
(7) The most attractive railroad sta- piayed "America" the
banner was
tion surroundings.
burned.
If your municipality claims distinction in any one of these respects, wo
want to suggest that you send a good UORBONS SCORED
photograph or two for possible use in
a future issue of The American City.
AT
Should you happen to have any "before and after" views showing striking
contrasts, these would be particularly WORLD'S CHRISTIAN CITIZENSHIP
East Las Vegas, N. Mex,

side-walk-

,

COMIitNCt

welcome.

Hoping that we shall have this opportunity of giving your city some desirable publicity, which will cost you
nothing but the furnishing of the
photographs, we are,
Yours very truly,
THE AMERICAN CITY,
H. S. BUTTENIIEIM, Editor.
"Has Las Vegas a chance of beiu
the town sought for by Editor Butten-heim?- "
asked Mayor Taupert. "The
citizens of the city can answer the
question. In my opinion Las Vegas
should stand but little chance of being
the city wanted.
"Of course," continued the mayor,
we have plenty of beautiful shade
trees and parks, a beautiful railroad
station and some mighty pretty buildings and residences.
"There are many progressive residents in the city who have gone to
the expense .of putting in curbing and
making their residences really beautiful. There are many others, scores
of them, who merely keep the city
back on account of taking but little
interest in the appearance of 'their
property.' They allow the walks in
front of their residences to fall to
pieces; do not find time to cut grass
and keep the weeds out of the front
yards. In fact they have no civic pride
whatsoever. It is to these people
that we owe the fact that. Las Vegas
ia not the beautiful city it should be.
"At this time, when the city has an
opportunity of securing some valuable
advertising free, we are not prepared.
iThe reecivlng of this letter should be
a lesson to t lie people of Las Vegas
jnnd should cause them to go ahead
and make the city a beautiful one. A
little work by each resident would
in the city being in a position
next year to send photographs to The
American City which would eclipsa
all others sent in from towns the size
of our city."

CONFERENCE
HEARS
PORTANT REPORTS

Fodeal troops
today executed General Ambrosia
who obtained great prominence
in tho southern states during Madero's
revolution against Diaz and was later
in the army as commander of the
rural 'guards.
He was captured at Iguali de la
state of Guerrero, The
news of hia execution was telegraphed here from the headquarters of General Juvencio Robles, the federal commander In Cuernavaca.
Figueroa with his brothers took a
leading part in the rebellion aaginst
the present administration.
Provisional President Huerta proposes to send from Manzanillo two
boats of reinforcements for the federal troops fighting against the rebels
in Sonora. Part of the men will be
dispatches to Guaymas and the remainder to Pnnta Lobo with the object of reaching the town of Altar.
Fig-uero-

ry and $12 in money.

follows:

Kil-fro-

(

-

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

LOCAL RESIDENTS

day that he had suspended John J
McGraw, manager of the New York
Goants, and Pitcher Brennan of the
Philadelphia club for five days be
cause of a fist fight between the two
after the game in Philadelphia last
Monday. In addition Brennan Is fin'

BURS

CLAl

Never Judge a Man's
By
Knowledge
What He Says.

JULY 3, 1913.

McGRAW IS SUSPENDED
New York, July 3. President Lynch
of the National league announced to

AGAINST THE

i

OPTIC, THURSDAY,

Wl RE

filaxi.ii

IM-

Small Rcfcel Lc.ss
El Paso, Tex., July 3. No' eiiVrt is
being made by the feedral command
er In Juarez to retake the towns of
San Ignacio and Guadalupe, captured
yesterday morning by the rebels of
Toribio Ortega's command. The rebels have established headquarters at
Guadalupe which is just 40 miles from
Juarez, and announce their intention
of holding the place until Pancho Villa arlves with his force to attack the
border town from the west, when they
will move in and attack from the east.
Ortega now has TOO men with, him. hi
capturing both Guadalupe and San Ignacio, both of which towns are on tho
line, the rebels lost one
man killed and none wounded. Thev
claim to have killed 17 federals, H
at ban jgnacio ana sis at Guadalupe.
The flight of Juarez residents "to EI
Paso has temporarily stopped, the
citizens of the town evidently believing
that they will have time enough to
get out after Villa appears within fir'
ing distance. Hospital arrangements
have been made jointly by the military authorities at Fort liss and the
R.ed Cross chapter of El Paso, to care
for any persons wounded in Ei Paso
or any vounded who Biay cross tQ m
Paso from tbe flght Tfce Red Cmm
pffered t0 cr0Bg into Juarez aud
for the wounded M the batu
but the offer was declined by tho

Portland, Ore., July 3 The World's
Christian
Conference
Citizenship
Lobby committee heard Henry B.
in sections tnis morning conmeeting
Martin.
sidered immigration, Sabbath obserAdourned at 2:03 p. m. till Monday.
vation and Mormonism.
House:
Not in session; meets SatThe report of the commission on
urday.
Mormonism, presented by Prof. O. F.
Rules committees continued work on
Davis of New Richmond, Wis,, urged
to investigate Mulhall
resolutions
that the federal authorities make a
charges'.
thorough investigation of the Mormon church and that the church be
forbidden the use of the mails beof the circulation of alleged
cause
"
"A Stitch in Time
treasonable and1 seditious utterances
and 1lratu,'eThere might be a modern
The report further urged that con
.version of that old adage to the
gress unseat or refuse to seat any
effect that "A penny spent In
person guilty of polygamous practices
time will often save a dime."
or who paid supreme temporal El--1
legiance to church leadership," and
Nowhere is the truth of this
Utah should be brought under
that
demmore
revised adage
easily
direct
and strict jurisdiction of the
onstrated than in the proper
States
constitution1.
Urited
by
of
use of the best newspapers
amendment.
Mexican officials.
the day.
Rev. Wilson of Philadelphia pre
sided over the immigration conferIf you are planning & trip, If
Fighting at Guaymas'
ence; Walter Laidlaw, Ph. D , of New .J
you wish to go to a theatet, a
Douglas, Ariz., July 3. Fighting wag
to
chairman
churcn
tho
need
of
Work,"
if
commission,
you
.lecture,,
made the report and addresses were j' resumed this morning at Cuaymas, ac
to buy practica'ily any article
made by Lieutenant David O. Bosio cording to official advices from Her-- '
copuse,
of ordinary
spend your
of Italy,. Prof. Eernt Stoylan of Chris- mosillo, this, making tlt&'sklli day "o;
per for la good newspaper and
tmtUe Between-- the feodrala ex l
e
turn to the advertising columns
tiania, Norway, Dr. S. Motoda of
for the latest information on
k0, Japan, Dr. William Hay of New constitutionalists. Tr.o rebels assertZealand and Pyong K. Yoon of Seoul, ed they were in control of all except
the subject you have in mind.
the central portion of the
Korea. .
Make a practice of doing, this
The conference on sabbath obserand you will find that you save
BECK PLEAC3 GLML7 Y
vation heard the report of Its com.yourself both time end trouble
New York, July 3.Wiliiaia
and that many a dime that
mission, presented by Dr. Albert T.
Moore of Toronto, Canada, and an the young repair clerk who corf
might have been wasted has
address was delivered by Br. James yesterday to the robbery of J?.
.either been saved or spent In
Renwlck Wylie of Beaver Falls, Pa, worth of gems from the Fuih avr
such a way that you nave attained the maximum of value
ewclry firm of UdiiU and
CHOKES SELF TO DEATH
from it.
pleaded guilty tortr-p.fur tbe inAri-or3.
Chari-riuillcted Lira f.'ir grand 3ar.:t ;;
jury
July
Philadelphia,
Heedless
spending wastes
20 years old, of CI 23 Mingo ave- the first desreo.
.more money than willful exo:i
nue, choked to death in hed
travagance.
iiis own tongue.
4i V
u - L 'i fi
Aioro had been
I
In justice to yourself, you
r, Jn
a,
n'- -' f t
1
must keep in touch with what
lepsy for soma time. i 1 i ,
1
a fit when his Elster, Vi Ai ii I".
SULZER'S SECRETARY IN BAD
is la the market. Buy a newsi (
If
r
paper and save your dimes by
Albany, N. Y., July 3. Because of returned home. Sbe.'ii
lad r
the
advertisements
;
!
secnot
of
the refusal
Governor Sulzer's
reading
tor, but, ho did
i'
'
retary, Chester C. Piatt, to produce Arioro had died. "Hit t n u
certain cteristire papers before thp i:i Vs thrort.
at

2 p.

m.

Texas-Mexic-
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LATE MORGAN'S

NATIONAL PEf

VALUE
3

Queenstown, Ireland, July
r
K. Rush, counsel to State
21
to
sailed
who
May
Sohmer,
appraise the J. P. Morgan estate in
TJurope, accompanied by George A
Miller of Carter, Ledyard and Milbur1 ,
arrived here today to embark on the
White Star liner Olympic, which sails
tomorrow fo New York.
While in Eurppe Mr. Rush has
GET made an examination of the books of
AT LEAVENWORTH
TWO
IS. NEW
3. P. Morgan and Co., the London
AWAY MORGAN
WARDEN NOW
bouse of J. P. Morgan and Co., of
Morgan, Hartjes and Co., the Paris
An ail house, and of the Berlin branch to de3
Kan.,
July
Leaveuworth,
and termine the value of the late finanday search for Richard Osborne
'
a cier's holdings.
made
who
Walter Layman, convicts,
Rush
Mr.
a
federal
the
prison
Interviewed
from
reporter
by
daring escape
and the said:
was
unavailing
Sunday
early
"I have gone fully Into the entire
men still are at large. Osborne, serv
in
Washingassets of the late head of
for
robbery
18
European
years
ing
at
ton, D. C, had made three previous' the Morcan firm, which are valued
art.
he
which
of
of
one
works
in
The
$15,000,001"'.
about
efforts to escape,
bein Europe are worth about 12.000,000.
had already scaled the prison wall
cell3is
The whole Morgan estate has a value
fore apprehended. Laynmr.
counter- of about $100,000,000,
which is the
ulate, serving three years for
made a biggest estate to pay an inheritance
had
also
in
California,
feiting
as to
previous effort to get away white here. tax In America. We agreed
a
government
from
onco
values."
He escaped
WST
The greater part of Mr. Morgan's
prison on the Pacific coast, but
estate will pay a tax of t per cent,
recaptured.
Osborne was the chief shoe maker thus enriching the state of New York
work-'maby nearly $4,000,000.
of the prison. He was a perfect
earned
and his good humor had
MAN'S FIANCEE DROWNS
him the confidence of prison officials.
walked
by
the
guard
Ithaca, N. Y., July 3. Although her
Saturday night
'
the cell of Osborne and Layman time fiancee, H. E. Weaver, assistant busi
atto
was
called
ConservaIthaca
He
ness manager of the
and time again.
Passcell.
a
rescue
to
in
of
convict
a
nearby
Music,
attempted
tend
tory
the her, Miss Lois Vorhees, aged 21, of
discovered
he
cell,
Osborne's
ing
cell bars had been sawed. Inside in Ithaca, a former student at Cornell,
the cots of the convicts lay dummies. was drowned in Taughannock George,
The escaped men had sawed the seven miles north of Ithaca, yesterday
bars in their cell door and in the cell atfernoon. She was to have been marhouse window, ten feet away. To ried within two weeks.,
to
Miss Vorhees was In bathing with
complete the latter work they had
the
of
view
in
Weaver and her younger sister, Ruth.
corridor
stand in the
other cells. Crawling through a small She went too far out where the water
was over her head and sank. Weaver
l:olo in the window, the
themselves to the roof of the cell made a frantic effort to get her ashoie
house Ly means of an ingenious ccn but a strong current baffled him. The
- trivanc, resembling a mechanic's body was recovered.
of
nil-:wood,
of
slats
It was made
ri ;ed together and on the end was
a hook, with, which the men could
draw t'.iemselves up. The affair was
NEWS PROM TH c CAPITAL
found on the prison wall, where the
convicts had placed it to lower thel'
4
selves to a road beside the prison
Santa Fe. N. M., July 3. A board
and liberty.
of officers is hereby appointed to meet
A guard remembers hearing a mo
at Camp McDonald, New Mexico, at
tor car shortly after midnight and It 1 o'clock p. m.
July 17, 1913, or as
is presumed it was in this the men soon
as
thereafter
practicable, for the
made their escape through the aid of examination of officers for
promotion
friends waiting for them.
Detail for the Board
"It was the most daring escape I
Celonel Edmund C. Abbott, First In
remember since I've been in prison fan
try; Major S. A. Milliken, Medical
wrr': 39 years," said R. W. Mo
Major Liidwig William Ilfeld
corps;
C'lauahrr. warden. "Osborne ranks First
Infantry; Major E. P. Buj.-iwith Dick Turpin and other dangerous
First Infantry; Major Arthur Bail,
men of prison history. I cannot un
First Infantry; Captain William H.
derstand, however, how the pair could Lloyd, Medical Corps; Captain Norhave cut the bars of both their cell man L.
King, First Infantry, recorder.
house and the window- without dis
The following officers of the First
very unless there was 'drowsiness' in
Infantry will report to Colonel
the cell house."
C. Abbott, First , Infantry, presi
Thomas W. Morgan, formerly s dent of an
examining board, at such
newspaper editor of Ottawa, has tak time, as
may be required by the
they
en the oath of office and assumed the
board, for examination for promotion.
duties of warden of the federal prison
Captain James L. Seligman, Captain
here, succeeding Maor Robert W. Me William J. Dean,
Captain William A.
Claughry, resigned, who for 14 years Tenney, Jr., Captain Betram H. Hunhad been head of the institution.
ter, Captain T. J. Molinari, First LieuMajor McClaughry was made war- tenant Guy A. Reed, First Lieutenant
den of the newly established federal
Charles A. Longuemare, First Lieu
penitentiary here under the adminis tenant Eugene A. Roberts, First Lieu
tration of McKinley and assigned the tenant Eben F.
Coll, First Lieutenant
duty of constructing the prison build- William P. Hauser, First Lieutenant
ings1 with the labor of convicts under
Hugh A. Carlisle, First Lieutenant .1.
his charge. During his term as war- D.
Perry
Powers, First Lieutenant
den the construction practically was
Keown, First Lieutenant J. B. Priddy,
completed.
Second Lieutenant Fred M. West, SecMajor McClaughry is 71 years old ond Lieutenant Antonio Luna, Second
and authority of note on criminology Lieutenant Richard W. Smith, Second
being one of the first to apply the "live Lieutenant John O. Tyson.
and let live" principle to the care of
By command of the governor
prisoners. Before coming here. In
A. S. BROOKES,
Com-trolle-

ESCAPE IS
MADE

men-lifte-

.

c

d

1809

was

Mayor McClaughry

succes-

sively warden of the Illinois state prison at Joliet, head of the Pennsylvania industrial reformatory at Huntington, chief of police of Chicago and su-1:.. utendent of the Illinois state reformatory at Pontiac.
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Bank of Magdalena, Magdalena, 3
per cent on all or part of fund.
6 per
Citizens National, Roswell,
cent on $50,000 or 5 per cent on full
amount.
Dexter State bank, Dexter, 6
per cent on $5,000; 5.51 per cent on
$5,000.

First National Carlsbad, 4 per cent
for any portion, not less than $10,000.
First National, Clovis, 4 per cent
on whole amount.
First National, Clayton, 6 per cent
on $12,000.
First- National, Las Vegas, u per
At least $50,000 at
cent on $72,000.

BURNS

TRESTLE

'

;

i

,

it Is

M

i

t for the
this that

i laranteo.

WEEil

ALL-TtitS-

sJlk-

U

PANIC

Tissues, Ratines
and ali Fancy

JUMP FROM NEW
HUNDREDS
YORK "L" TRAIN AND
LAND IN MUD

!prsnls. Millinerv.

Lawns. Batistes, Dimities,

Wfcsh Goods a.t

fiLL OTHER LIU ED

Half way across
the trestle which carries the Long
Transit
iBland & Brooklyn Rapid
tracks across Jamaica bay fiats a
densely crowded five car train from
Rockaway broke down from a defective power shoe at 10:30 o'clock last
night and a panic occurred when the
trestle caught fire.
More than half the passengers were
women and children returning home
by way o J Delancey street or Atlantic "avenue from the resorts along
Jamaica hay. They already had been
frightened by the continued flashes
of electricity caused by the broken
shoe and the diverted current.
When the trestle began to burn,
'lighting the whole hay, the panic Decame general. Forty or fifty pas
sengers broke through the windows
aijd leaped over the. gates into the
bay. They landed In heavy mud, the
tide being low at the point where the
fire began. .
Women Trampled in Stampede.
reinforced PaCooler passengers
trolman Joseph Shepard of
and Fireman Ernest Rossow of
Far Rockaway, who happened to be
aboard, in restoring order. Several
of the more unruly had to be bea'en
when they tried to get out of win
over fainting
dows or: to trample
New York, July

-

y

.Suite.

Su'lfs-'Wiis-

3.

Corsets. Kayser's Silk Gloves
throughout the store.EXC E T NemoSocks.
Toilet Go ds. Sunburst
Hose.
and Hose, Cadet
Th.ree.ds Women s
eJl
PubiceL
ions.
Silk, Dutterick Patterns and
,a.nd Children's High Shoes and e,ll Men's Shots. a.t
IrtU-rwover- t

ONE THIRD OFF

'.'

Women's and Children's Low Shoes
'

13

Off

Everything in Women's and Children's Low Shoes and al High White

OiMTiiiRBOFF-

Shoes,-?!;--

,

-

Telephone Orders

No

Sale F&r Cash Only
VIC10R

WAGNER

TALKING

FOLDING

MACFHNES

per cent.
First National, Farmington, 3 per
cent on $10,000.
First National, Fort Sumner, 5 per
. '
cent on $10,000.
Frist National Bank of Magdalena
'
women.
4 per (cent on any amount not less
the
train was heavily
Although
than $10,000 nor exceeding $50,000.
crowded from end to enct there was
cent
5
Melrose,
First National,
per
a rush for the rear cars away from
on $10,000.
the forward one, whose occupants
or
First National, Portales, $5,000
thought it was afire. Patrolman
per cent.
$10,000 at 5
and several passengers barr
Shepard
per cent ed the
First National, Raton, 3
them.
way against many-oon whole amount.
After .about 20 minutes of strug
First National Roswell, V2 per cent
gling the station agent at Hammel's
on whole amount.
two or three miles away, had the
First State Pank and .Tiust Co., Ros- power on the westbound track shut
well, V per cent on $15,000.
off. A few minutes later an east
First National, Santa Rosa, 4 per hound emntv train came along. It
cent on $10,000 to $50,000.
was in charge of Motorman Joseph
First. National, Tucumcari, 5
per Morrison, who stopped it so that the
cent on $50,000.
doors were opposite the stalled train
First State Bank, Tucumcari, 7
Passengers crossed the four-foon $20,000.
gap and tore out cross seats, which
First State Bank, Las Cruces, 4
were placed over the live third rail
on the eastbound track. Then wom
per cent on $50,000.
carried across
McKinley County Bank, Gallup, 4 en and children-wereand the 600 or 700 passengers were
per cent on any part.
Plaza Trust and Savings Bank, Las taken back to Hammel's station.
.train had
The; New
Vegas, 5 per cent on $10,000.
Peoples Pank and Trust Co., Las stopped for ten minutes before it set
Vegas, 5.85 per cent on $25,000;' 5.65 on fire to the trestle, when the motor$25;000; 5.45 per cent on $25,000; 5.25 man tried to fix the shoe, so that
per cent on $25,000; 5.10 per cent on several trains fallowing were ciose
together.
$21,030.78.
At midnight these trains, all
Portales Bank and Trust Co., Por
to the gates with people return
on
cent
4
$5,000.
per
tales,
to
New York, were on the trestle
Roy Trust and Savings Bank, Roy, ing
Hammel's and Goose creek
between
5
per cent on $25,000.
San Juan County National bank, unable to move. Fortunately they
were not close to the point where th
per cfent on $8,000.
Farmington, 3
was Burning.
trestle
4
Las
San Miguel National,
Vegas,
thereor
on
cent
$50,000
part
any
per
5

.
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York-houn-

Driving suitable devices it will'sharpen knives, polish silverware, grind coffee and
freeze ice cream. Driving a washing machine it will oo a family wash in ten or
fifteen minutes, while you sit down and "take it easy
If can be, made to knead'
the breatJ, pump the water and sift the ashes. It is the most willing servant in
the world always ready to work at any time day or night, never complaining of
'its surroundings, and never demanding half holidays and "evenings out.' Our power
is" "on" every minute of the year
the Electric Servant is ready for work at any time.

d

8

TO CURE

of.

State Bank of Commerce, Clayton.
6
per cent on $12,000.
Stoekmens State Pank, Corona, 5
per cent on $25,000.
The Bowman Bank and Trust Co.,
Las Cruces, $20,000 to $30,000 5.51 per
cent.
The Exchange Bank, Carrizooz, 5

A

The Las Vegas Light &. Power Co.

COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinin
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's signa
ture Is 'on1 each box. 25c. Adv.

8

o $10,000.

RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART
Don't overlook! the grave fact thai

rheumatism easily '"settles In the
heart," and disturbs the valvular-ation.1. The cure consists in removing
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone
up' and strengthen the kidneys that
they keep the blood free of poisons
and uric acid crystals, that cause rheumatism, swollen joints, backache, urinary irregularities and disturbed heart
action. Try them. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
c

l- -

I

O.

The Silver City National, Silver
on $20,000.
City, 4
The Socorro State Pank, Socorro,
V,i per cent, on $15,0,00 or any part
The Adjutant General. of $15,000, not. less than $5.000..
Bank.
Torrance County Savings
Chief of Staff.
Willard, 5
per cent on $25,000.
Official:
Paintsville, Ky., June 30, 1913.
m
The Morris State Bank, Gallup,
A. S. BROOKES,
Editor Optic,
on
cent
3.51
$5,000.
per
Adjutant General.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
The Union County Trust and Sav1
School Fund Invested In Bonds
Dear
Sir: I note In your paper
6
on
cent
Since eastern bond buyers do not ings Bank, Clayton, per
1
under date of June 21, 1913, Is coneem to want the New Mexico road
nection with the death notice of Mr.
bonds at par because they only pay Sergeant McKinnon to Report Here G. W. Ward the
statement that so far
E.
will
Utter
receive
R.
Sergeant
four per cent, the state of New Mexico
is
as
known
one living relative
only
will take them, Investing the perma his discharge from the regular army, remains Miss
Wll'iiamson.
Docia
on
four
served
the
enlistments,
nent school fund of the state in these having
This
notice
is
to
correct
that
ImpresThe
order
of
to
the
5th
July.
relating
bonds, thus affording an absolutely safe
sion.
,
and sure income for the state school detail of Sergeant Samuel Wilson has
Mr. G. W. Ward has three brothers
Mcfund, and at the same time giving the been revoked and Sergeant Ray
one sister now living in Martin
and
instate highway commission $120,000 to Kinnon, Company E, Twenty-firs- t
county, Kentucky. H also hag living
at
Vancouver
barbe used for the construction of roads fantry, stationed
fifteen hephews and fourteen nieces
in the various counties. While it is racks, has been ordered to fill the de- Seven of the
nephews are teachers In
tail in connection with the militia of the
true that one bank offered to pay 7
and high schools of eastpublic
per cent on $20,000 of the school fund, New Mexico, will report to Adjutant ern Kentsucky.s One niece, Miss
the governor argued that that was a General at this place for duty.
Docia Williamson, is a teacho;, !i
Mounted Police Appointed
very high rate, and there was no asMartin county, Kentucky. Tue bro
Governor McDonald has appointed
surance that, the bank would find that
are all successful farmers in the'r
Ervien
Gray temporarily, as a mem- native county.
the
it could pay that rate
year through
One brother nrho H
and mitiht turn the money back with ber of the mounted police.
living was sheriff of Ms county for
the loss of income until it could be Delegates Named to Negro Conference four years. His son is now lici.vty
The governor has appointed as dele- clerk of the same county.
placed again at considerably less rate
of interest.
This argument applied, gates to the Negro National EducaThrough this statement we would
he said, not only to this bank but to tional convention, to he held in Kan-pa- s Berve notice to nil inlerested 'arti"s
the following col- that we will, in due time, attend to
City, July
others' who offered high rates of interest. Tbe matter was argued from all ored men of this state: Rev. N. Perry, the settling up of Mr. 'Ward's estate.
sides and it was finally decided by Las Vegas; Rev. J. W. Rogers, T. M. We will make preparations toward
those having the matter in charge, the Prluson, A. B. Montgown and Dr, J. that end as fast as possible.
Respectfully,
governor, the swrefavy of ptate, the Dennis, Albuquerque; William Vaughn
A.lv.
W B.' WARP, a .' phww
stale treasurer and the attorney gen- - and William Parsons, Santa Fe.
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Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Re- move Them With the Othine
prescription
This prescription for the removal
of freckles was written by a proml-ner- .t
and is usually so sue
piiysiclt-nes-fin removing freckles and giving a clear, beautiful complexion that
it is st.ld by your druggist under an
absolute guarantee to refund the men-.-if it fails.
Don't hide your freckles under a
veil; get an ounce of othine and remove them. Even the first few appH-w- i
Hons should show a wonderful im-u- i
lighter
nf, srao of th
1

on $25,000.

3, 1913.

$16,-00-

rfl Ff

1

eral that the greatest good to the
greatest number would be best serve:!
by taking the highway bonds, and thus
getting money for the roads and but
little less money for the school fund
income.
Accordingly the following
resolution was adopted:
Resolved, That all of the bids received from the various banks, for
of the permanent school fund,
be rejected for the purpose of Investing said fund In the state highway
bonds, the difference In the rate of interest received, which would be about
four cents per annum per capita on
school children as shown by the last
enrollment, being so small as to be
morer than offset by the benefits to be
derived from the construction of highways to the schools themselves as
well as to all other Interests.
The bids received by the state treas
urer for the permanent school fund
were as folldws:
Bank of Dawson, Dawson, 4 per cent

S
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Cunningham, .President.
Frank Springer,

3. M.

D. T. Hoskins,
Caghitr.
K; S. Lewis. Ass't. Cah
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Interest PaJd On Time Deposits

rAS:'VEGAS;';SAVIWGS--BAWCAPITAL STOCK
Office With

-

$30,000 00

he San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. MAYDON
M. W. KELLY

Vice

I) T. HOSKINS

INTER.ES

T

PAID

ON DEPOSITS

President
President
Treasurer
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POPUIiTIO
ALASKA

OF

IS

sAVcrsf Form
of Sia DIs esses
Here is a; Home Treatment
that Overcomes even
Worst Cases.
V

whites of school age the percentage
for
of school attendance was '54.3

males and 68.5 for females; among
foreign born whites it was 13.1 and 52,
respectively; and among Indians 41.7
and 36.9,, in the school population of
Alaska the highest percentage of attendance-was
for the age 11 years,
which is the age:ot maximum attendance also for the white and the Indian efements.
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OF PERIL

THX1.I

in Every Ecn:3

IMIilEli

$1,050

VOi 0003

FULLY EQUIPPFO AT

Comfort end Safety Assured Before

the Arrival of the Stork.

FOODS
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AGFMCULTURAL DEPARTMENT IS;
.Illiteracy
i
W S'
SUES
X
BULLETIN
ON
r
HOT
The census bureau classifies as it
WEATHER SUGGESTIONS
literate any person 10 years of age
The old saylnj; what Is home without
and over who is unable to write, rea toother should add "Mother's Friend."
In thousands of American homes there
Washington, July 3. The departWashington, July 3. Statistics of
gardless of ability to read. In the
ment of agriculture today issued the Is a bottle of this splendid and famous remthe population of Alaska, according
population of Alaska in 1910 tTiere
edy that has aided many a woman through
OVERLAND 'MCDSl, 59 T
to the census of 1910,' are presented in Blood Dlnorders are BaalNhod by were 15,530 illiterates that is, persons following practical suggestions in re- the trying ordeal, saved her from sutterlni?
s.
s.
s.
and
to
in
her
pain,
health of mind and
kept
keeping food and drink in
10 years of age and over who were gard
detail in a bulletin' soon to be issued
body In advance of bnhy's coming and had
A
Telephone or call and we will have our demonspreads to the side of unable to write const ituing, 26.5 per hot weather, with a view to helping a most wonderful influence In developing a
by the Bureau of the Census, Depart- the tiny pimple
faqe and often covers the cheeks
the
to avoid suckness from healthy, lovely disposition In the child.
public
was
It
of
that
Commerce.
prepared
of
ment
and bridge of the nose. It Is very de- cent of the ttoal population
There Is no other remedy so
show you
a help
to the glands of the skin. No
In 1900" the percentage of illi- eating spoiled articles of diet:
to nature as Mother's Friend. truly
under the direction of Win. C. Hunt, structive
It relieves
external treatments will overcome IX, age.
"While
should
be
careful
people
the
and
discomfort
caused
pcln
by the
chief statistician for population.
as the cause of lupus is from Impurities teracy was 41.6. Among males the
about' the condition of the food they strain on the ligaments, makes pliant those
the blood supply. The only known
of illiterates in 1910 was
Las Vegas Autcmo!iS!e
The census of 1910 was the fourth In
fibres
and
percentage
Is
muscles
which
nature
machine Co
expandmethod of cure is to
the blood supeat at all seasons of the year they ing and soothes the Inflammation of
breast
enumeration of the population, of ply under the, controlgetof S. S. S., the 19.1; among females, 48.2. These per- should
be particularly watchful dur- glands.
Its action is centages do not, however, indicate ev
Phone Main 344.
Alaska by the United States govern- famous blood specific.
'Vhalen, & Fowler Preps
Friend Is an external remedy,
ing the summer,
quite remarkable and has direct influ- en
months. In' hot actsMother's
taken-ibeen
not
illiter
relative'
disthe
and
banishes
others
quickly
the
all
ence upon the network of small blood
having
only
ment,
approximately
weather, bacteria multiply far more tress In advance, but assures a speedy andl
vessels and glands in the skin.
of males and females in the sev18S0, 1890, and 1900.
complete recovery for the mother.
Thus
From the fact that S. S. S. is purely acy
rapidly than in cold weather and she
ter
the
becomes a healthy woman with all her
Statistics are, presented for
a botanical preparation, it is accepted eral classes of the population.
chcemical
in some strength preserved
produces
changes
to
thoroughly enjoy the
Inability to Speak English
ritory as a whole relating to the num- tonic Influence in all the digestive orfoods which greatly 'lessen their nu- rearing of her child. Mother's Friend can
be had at any drug store at $1.00 a bottle,
In the population 10 years of
ber of inhabitants, increase of popu- gans. It is certainly a wonderful blood
tritive value and often make them and Is
,
really one of the greatest blessings
Jefierson Raynolds, President.
lation, coolr or race, nativity, parent-age- medicine, and is prepared direct from and over in 1910, there were it.bt unfit for human consumption. Un- ever discovered
for expectant mothers.
E.
state
to
to
Vice
were
Write
unable
President.
marital
Bradfield
who
condition,
speaK
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
Raynolds,
sex, age,
Regulator Co., 128
perts of the famous Swift Laboratory, persons
there is no quick abso- Lamar
pidg., Atlanta, Ga.,' for their free
one drop of minerals or drugs Is 'English' of these, 10,212 were Indians, fortunately,
B. Davis, vice President
S.
of birth of the native ' population,, Not
H. Eile Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
lute, simple, practical
way of de book. Write
It Is most Instructive.
used In Its preparation. Ask for S. S. S.
e
country of birth and year of immigra- and Insist upon having it. And if you 1,212 for.eign born whites, 74b
termining the presence of hurtful
skillful advice and counsel upon ege ' 273 Japanese, and 2331 of other bacilli in
population,
The guarantee is
tion of the foreign-borfoods, or of obtaining posi- the guarantee.
,
any matter concerning the blood and
males of voting and militia ages, citi- skin, write to the Medical Denartment. Classes. i lie
tive evidence of the existence of pto- made wholly by the manufacturer,
Tlie Swift Specific Co., 183 Swift Labo element constituted 61.8 per cent of maines. The
zenship, school ottendance, illiteracy,
average family does not and means no more than whes your
Atlanta, Ga. Do not allow some
num- ratory,
and
to
English,
zealous clerk' to larrup the atmosphere the Chinese population 10 years of have the delicate apparatus needed own grocer guarantees that the sugar
speak
inability
over something "Just as
ber of dwellings and families. Stat- in eloquence
age and over, 56.6 per cent of the for these tests nor the skill to detect he weighs out for you is all right.
good" as S. S. S. Beware of all substiIn
Examine goods labeled 'guaranteed,'
for
sex
and age
Indian population of that age, 30 per these micro organisms.
istics relating to
tutes. S. S. S. is what you need.
"The housewife wilt find eyes and just as carefully as any other kind."
cent of the Japanese, 6.7 per cent of
dians of full blood ana or mixea
0.5 per nose practical detectives of bad food
blood, by stocks and tribes, are also The number of inhabitants returned the foreign born white, and
IT CURES WHILE YOU WALK
in hct weather.
white.
the
If any article has
native
the
cent
of
covered
AU etopics
by
given.
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
for Nome in. 1900 was 12,488; this
Use Aliens Footease, the antisepany suspicion of an unusual odor or
Dwellings and Families
Thirteenth Census are included ex- number, however, included persons
The number of dwellings In Alaska looks abnormal, it should be avoided'. tic powder to be shaken into the
cept occupations and ownership of on vessels in port who had been atdoubtful res- shoes. It instantly takes the sting
1910 was 16,612 and the number People eating in the
in
homes.
tracted by the1 discovery of gold in
Capital, $100,000 Sorpi.cs, and Undivided Profits $35,000
of fam taurants should be particularly care- out of corns, Itching feet. Ingrowing
number
the
17,809,
families
the
of
of
Teritory
Population
the territory. According to the reIs
meats
and
bunions.
'
the
ful
The
about
cooked
or
107.2.
with
fish
It
naiis,
greatest
ilies to 100 dwellings being
The population returned for Alaska turns, the'
population of Skagway; the
at each of the last four decennial second
average number of persons per dwell a high'iy spiced or aromatic sauce comfort discovery of the age. Allen'i
detown
in
had
1900,
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Aclargest
which might disguise a bad taste or Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes
ing was 3.9 and the average number
censuses, with the decennial increase creased during the decade
can
wear
shoes
feel
sweet
Ladies
odor.
Only
easy.
warning
smelling,
1900
3.6.
In
average
the
per family
or decrease, is given in the following from 3,117 to 872. In 1910
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
eight of
number of persons per dwelling C. and clean food should be eaten. Spotted, one size smaller after using. It la a
table:
in
the
were
towns
the incorporated
green, slimy or, frothy raw meat, or certain relief for sweating, callous
the average number' of, persons
Year
Population . Increase
;
;.
first judicial district.
meat which is soft in spots also and swollen, tender, aching feet Try
"
4.7.
Im&rest Paid on Tlmo Deposits
,
No. Per Cent
family
should
be regarded withy suspicion. it today. Sold everywhere, 25c. Tria'
of
Population
Density
764
1919 ......... 64,356
'
is a supplementary package FREE. Address Allen S.
The gross land and water area of
98.4
If a substitute is offered you for Taste, of course,
1900
31,540
62,592
s
is 590,884 square miles, which Foley kidney Pills, it means a cheap test, but one to be used after eyes, Olmsted. Leroy, N. Y.
Alaska
4.1
1 890
......... 32,052 1,374
of the area er medicine is pressed upon you for nose and fingers. A mother before
is nearly equal to
1880
..... 33,426
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prosperous ..one the company has yet
enjoyed.
As hi the ..past three years the
canal traffid benefited during19l2 by
the general world prosperity. The
maritime trade fit the canal in
the preceding year showed an Increased value of 10V& per
cent, and the diminution in receipts,
corresponding to the reduction In the
tariff) was more than compensated
by the general development of the
traffic. During 1912 there passed
through the canal 5,373 ships of
jiot tons. The average tonnage, advanced from 3,688 to 3,774
tons. Notwithstanding the increased
number and tonnage of the ships using .tfie. canal, the average 1912 to
16 hours" 19. minutes, or 35 minutes
less thanyiu the most favorable previous year.'
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Gettysburg, Pa., July 3. Although
thousands of veterans left the uncertain joys of camp life behind and
started for home, their going made
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- little difference inthe appearance of
tions.)
the battlefield today, for thousands
Remit by draft, check or money r.
of others were on hand to participate
If sent otherwise we will not In
the exercises of Governor's Day.
to responsible for loss.
On both sides of confederate aveSpecimen copies free on appllca- nue the tents were etill alive with
on.
I H?J veterans and the lines before the
cook tents did not seem to the cooks
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT to have last any; although the number that has left' '"is estimated at
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
or-4e-

closes

to' 10,000.

"

x

The veterans acted today like a
of school boys whose vacation Is
lot
are guaranteed (the
Advertise
a few days away. Long befdr
only
largest dally and weeHy circulation sun-uthey began parauing the camp
New
In
northern
of any newspaper
to the music ,. of "The Streets of
Mexico
Cairo jplayeilfpn'! fifes and drums.
The P&radefs' were hard workers
and the band had powerful lungs and
TELEPHONES
Main i hands for they Yept it up until mess
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 9 call. One" 'of the" events todtfy was
NEWS DEPARTMENT
"the charge" of the survivors of Pickett's division on the "bloody angle"
THURSDAY, JULY 3, 1913.
held by the remnants of the Philadelphia!, brigade:
Under the hot sun the men in gray
MEDDLING WITH MEXICOB
marched , across the field that has
not seen anything more war like than
Such speeches as Senator Fall and a blacksnake in 50
years, up to the
Senator Bacon permitted themselve walls that form the ,
The
angle.
to make about conditions In Mexico
"enemy" n blue was waiting with
were Injudicious in the extreme. It
weapons ready and when they met
Is amazing that men n their responsi- across the wall
they shook hands. Aft
ble positions could be so wanting in erwards
they took a look all over the
discretion, says the New York Voi!d. ground for a $250,000 monument they places.
Borger is 45 years old, five feet
Mexico presents a very delicate sit- hope to have congress erect there.
seven inches in height, weighs about
uation for the United States to fare.
150 pounds, has brown
eyes and
No one knows with certainty what is
STORY Or CHARGE brown hair just beginning to turn
VETERANS
on
A
there.
of
the
large part
going
Of Pickett's charge, the testimony gray. He wore a pepper-and-sasack
country is virtually In a etate of anwit
who
bears
of
a
it
suit
and
black
those
opposed
derby
lightweight
archy. In the north the Insurgents
seem to be able to more than hold ness to the splendid discipline, coup hat. His only jewelry was a gold
of the southern in watch, worn without a fob. His bore
their own. At the capital Huerta is in age and. devotion
I cannot resist the temp- his monogram on the case and his
yet
fantry;
control of the government, but he has
tation to tell of one account given to initials, "P. B.," were on nis clothing
failed to prove that he Is "the strong
me by one. of the early settlers of and underwear.
man" to restore order throughout the
For a time his wife and friends
Dickey county, North Dakota, a vetprovinces.
eran named Bolles, who in his old thought he might have been kidnaped
The United States is committed
age bore with privation and poverty and was being held for ransom, but
against intervention. It wants Mex- in the attempt to build up new states in the passing of seven weeks there
ico to work out its destiny to its sat- in
the wilderness. He had had charge have been no letters demanding
isfaction In order that it may son re- of the officers' mess kettles
packed money nor any sign that he was deturn to lasting peace and prosperity. on an old mule, and in the forced tained against his will.
Senators who meddle with its affairs march of the Sixth corps had presswill only cause further mischief. It ed ahead toward the scene of the
EDUCATORS AT SALT LAKE.
la none of their business to encourage
battle, coming in on the flanks of
Salt Lake City, July 3. A vast
rebellion by seeking a way for the the union ''position just as the adof educators represented every
rebels to procure arms, nor to in- vance of Pickett's and Pettigrew's de- army
state and every institution of learnstruct the provisional government or voted forlorn hope began.
ing, from the humble district school
any part of the population as to how
Bolles began In a 'quiet way to re- to the most prominent of the colleges
'
order will be
late:' ',
and universities of the country, en"Well, 1 got there, and as I didn't rolled today as delegates to the anknow where the regiment would be nual convention of the National EduIStTEH-OCEANII halted, but just then we
ordered,'
CANALS
cation association, which opens Its
were all' ordered 'out of the way,' ana
preliminary work tomorrow. PrepSoon the .Panama ... canal will be I led the mule farther back and tied arations are being made to care for
of arvisitors during the week of
opened for business. Some idea of her to a tree, just as a battery
jl 5,000
into
s
position and the convention. The first real
the immensity of the traffic it will tillery galloped
1 ran to a
in
a
fire
hurry.
from
will
opened
be
the
the
be
convention
annual
of the
carry may
gained
report presented to the general meet- place where I could see the valley, meeting of the national council of
ing of the Suez Canai company held and it seemed full of confederates, education on Saturday. The first
in Paris the early part of June, which their lines compact and steady, and session of the convention proper will
shows total receipts for the year 1912 their battle flags waving in the. sup. be called to order Monday in the
cf $27,O03,0CS. an increase when com- - finlvias thev.Dassed over broken. great "Mormon tabernacle, where
as
pared with the receipts in 1911 of ground did the lines waver a. little
persons may be seated and hear,
over
53C3.C92,' says, the Kansas City Jour- a great wave does as it passes
castanct ly every word spoken in or'
or Shallow, and the officers
nal.
dinary tones from the rostrum. The
from one flank to second
totaled
gallantly
this
riding
$9,211,013;
Expenses
general session of the consum Includes $370,000 charged' off to the other led them splendidly, and vention will be held Tuesday afterdepreciation and an equal amount to kept the lines closed up as the shell noon at Saltair, a bathing resort on
canister tore through them,
the fund for insurance and unfore-;an- d
the shores of the Great Salt laKe.
demands. The net receipts ing out, it seemed to me, whole corn- - Ail the other general sessions of the
amounted to $17,791,023, but the al- panies at once.
week will be held in the tabernacle.
"But thoas men never flinched; the In- addition to these general sessions,
location o! 3 per cent to statutory reserve reduced this balance to $17,- - lineB closed up again a little shorter at which addresses will be delivered
2C0.233 to which must be added i65.-'an- d
that ereat sea of marching men by educators of national prominence,
e
on again, wave on wave, break the wek's program provides for daily
r,39 brought forward from 1911,
a
ins total of $17,323,742.
ing up here and there, as the shrap- meetings of a ecore or more of deTills last mentioned sum was ap- nel tore through" thf.m;. but the of- partments of the association, at each
wavportioned: Distributed' as dividends, ficers would ride, back and forth
of which a different branch of edu?I.",Si7,510; carried to extraordinary ing their swords and the lines would cational work will be discussed.
reserve, fSSG.OOO; carried forward to reform and kec-- steadily advancing.
I tell yon," said the old veteran, his
Ihe credit of the current year,
BALLOONS READY K)R RACE
The years dividends amounted face aglow with admiration of that
Kansas City, July 3. At least six
to $f!&.99 per share, The company's splendid failure, "a man never sees
such a stent but once in his life, and balloons are expected to start from
statutory reserve now exceeds
In the national elimiand its extraordinary ffsrve it was worth living for just to see here tomorrow
'
bai'ioons are ready
race.
The
nation
it.'V-"T- he
of
and
Story
.sMiior.tsU to over fl,19,1,000.
to be inflated and every preparation
Charles
,t
Batti.the
stale
Tn
Gettysburg,"
t'mt,
report
the wduetHm in the canal Wis!ow 'flail ; National Magazine lias been completed so that the first
of the balloons may get away at day
V'iifi. i he year VMl vviiS the most for July."." :
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RIOTERS
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York, July "3. For seven
without known cause, Frederick Borger, a wealthy retired manufacturer, has been missing from his
home, one of the handsomest residences in Far Rockaway, L. I., and
all the efforts of the regular police
force, aided by the W. J. Burns de
tective agency, have been unsuccess
ful in finding a trace of him. His
wife, through her attorney, Daniel W.
iJiuinenihal of No. 35 Nassau street,
has decided to offer a $2,500 reward
for information that will lead to his
return.
Mrs. Borger fears foul play. When
he left his home he carried $5S6 in
cash, and she says that his object in
going to Manhattan was to call at
several places to pay small bills. She
said she believed that in doing so he
exposed the money and was trailed
by one or more criminals. She can
think of no reason for his voluntary
disappearance.
Wed Nine Years and Happy.
The couple have been married nine
years and have been wholly happy
and contented. Borger made a comfortable fortune manufacturing
and mattresses, and for many
years had his plant at NO. 8 First
street, Manhattan. He retired six
years ago. His financial and domestic! affairs were In perfect order and
his health good. He never had suffered mental troubles nor in any way
had been known to act erratically.
The building of his Far Rockaway
home, a $40,000 structure, at Lewison
avenue and Mill street, was completed last spring, and the couple had
,li,ved in it only a week when Borger
disappeared. He left home at 8
o'clock Saturday morning, May 10,
and was last seen boarding a train
for Manhatan from Far Rockaway.
!
Traced Only to Railway Depot.
Extraordinary efforts by detectives
do not trace him any further" than the
Far Rockaway railroad station, and
inquiry at some of the places where
he intended to pay bills disclosed that
he had never arrived there, which
disposes of his wife's theory that he
had shown his money in several
New
weeks,

BLUE AND, GRAY REACTED THE
GREAT CHARGE AND AT
END SHOOK HANDS
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MILLIONAIRE LEFT HOME SEVEN
WEEKS AGO TO PAY BILLS,
HIS WIFE SAYS

$6.00
3.00
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MYSTERY

in tbe early part of the afternoon.
dences through the par k entrance to j
" v- - out
suewas.
imuer. uuwe..,
maneuver
This
street.
the
cessfully resisted. The police seizea uui,u
Beu.
the banner and cap of liberty and., inertia wu uym
.
The
disturbances
other trophies.
E II
(1ST
The marKei ciosea steaay. js
lasted half an hour.
lassitude prevailed all through
Miss!
"erne
repulsed,
Findin- themselves
Pankhurs and her supporters march- - the final hour with the day's total
.'transactions railing. xo xne lowest ot
ed back to Trafalgar Square.'
of the year, borne snorx coverings
the
center
of
the
is
Downing street
s
evident but the effect was offset
government offices. There Prime
LINthe
K
BIG
SYLVIA
residence
dragging tendency in some oth- AVENGE
official
PAN HURST, TO
by
JUST WALKED ABOARD
ister Asquith has his
- er stocks.
colothe
and
ER AND MADE HIMSELF
office
MOTHER, FIRES HEARTS OF
with the foreign
The last sales were:
AT HOME
MILITANTS
nial office in close proximity and the
644
the
India
Amalgamated Copper
home office, the treasury,
107
New York, July 3. There is on
London, July 3. Miss Svvia Pank- office, the war oflce, the' admiralty Sugar
06V4
,
Island a young man with a studi- hurst, daughter of Mrs. Emmeline and the. headquarters of the other de-- , Atchison . .;
.
r.
militant
Scotiana
yara iteaaing
ous air and the easy, cosmopolitan Pankhurst, the
suffragette nartmenta nearby, and
'
93
Southern Pacific
party to not far away.
ways of a traveller.' He is Grenber-per- , leader, led an attacking
146
at
Union Pacific
afternoon
28 years old, a graduate of the Downing street yesterday
Premier Asquith makes his home
52
University of Heidelburg. He speaks for the purpose of imprisoning the No. 10 Downing street, but all the United States Steel
:i04
ministers. The expedition members of his cabinet have residen- United States Steel, pfd.
six languages, but he has no money cabinet
and is deficient in logic, as will ap- was unsuccessful. The attempt to ces elsewhere.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
capture Downing street failed, but, the :Miss Laura Geraldine Lennox, a subpear.
Chicago, July 3. Bullish cables toHe went to Ellis Island to get a job victory of the police was not, won editor of the Suffragette, who was reHis qualifications without a series of fierce scrimmages, leased from prison June 21 owing to day caried wheat up grade. Septemas an interpreter.
to 90
a gain of
to
found
be first class, but when in which both policemen and women JH f health brought on by a hunger ber start'edat 90
were
'
and steadied at 90.
to
.
the officials put to" him some neces- were injured.
strike, was rearested today.,
for
Miss Lennox is serving a term of The close was weak at 90
sary questions they found the best of , Miss Pankhurst appeared at a dereasons for holding him as a prisoner monstration in Trafalgar Square in six months at hard Jabor in Holloway September, a net gain of .
September corn, whii opened
and an alien subject to deportation. favor of free speech. She denounced ail, having been convicted of conspirrose to
to 62
to Vi up at 62
Gronberger Is the most remarkable' Home Secretary McKenna for "killing acy to maliciously damage property.
at 62
was
and
weak
is
who
close
The
ever
slowly
mother,
dying
class
my
83.
and highest
stowaway
for September, the same as ia'Jt night's
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
brought to the attention of the immi- whose hair has gone nearly white in
Kansas City, July 3 Hogls, re- close.
gration authorities. After he had the last week." Then she objected
to
been
a
which
had
resolution
put
examination
brilliant
his
September cats started Va'Vi to V4
ceipts 4,000. Market 5 to 10 cents
for,
passed
but reach-edearer at 43 to
the post of interpreter, he was askri to the meeting, because it contained higher. Bulk $8.758.85; heavy $8.75
women.
to
votes
no
for
butchers
direct
refence
43.
America.
$S.75
and
8.80; packers
ed how long he had been in
"The men on this platform," she 8.85; lights $8.758.85; pigs $7.75
First sales of provisions varied from
"Three days," said Josephn Gronto
the
refused
"have
ques
.
put
8.50.
to 67
said,
higher, including September-oD.
berger, Ph.
resolu300
in
the
votes
women's
tion
Pork $20.1 5:
follows:
ptions
of
as
600,
Including?
Cattle, receipts
"On what ship did you arrive?"
dem southerns. Market steady. Prime fed lard $11.70; ribs $11.97. The closwhat
That
shows
tion.
you
just
"The France," he replied,
beef ing quotations were as follows:
ocrats they are.'"
dressed
steers $8.258.65;
"In which class?"
Then pointing toward Downing steers ?5.507.80; cows $4.757.20;
Wheat, July 90; September 90;
"First class," said Dr. Gronberger.
Blockers
and December 93.
street she continued:
hoifers $6.258.60;
,
The officials looked through the
ministers are just a handful of feeders $5.758; "bulls ,:'$5.757;
'The
September
Corn,
July
61";
62;
passenger list, and his name was not
'
" "V' "
cowards. They don't all go for calves $69.25.
December 59.
greedy
the
Next
"
there.
ship's week-end- s
they inspected
and we could imprison
Sheep, receipts 2,000. 'Market '10
Oats, July 41; September 42;
manifest" and his name appeared in no
them in their own houses even this cents higher. Lambs" l5.757.25; December 44.
class, first, second or third. .
there.
afternoon if we went down
7,25; yearlings $4.J55.75; weth- Pork, July $21.05; September $20.90.
Then the linguist acknowledged that What are you going to do?"
ers $4,55; ewes $3.504.35,; jBtock,J Lard, July $11,45 Sept. $11.62;
he was a stowaway. He was well
Cheers greeted this speech and there' ers and feeders $2.504.',: ;
October $11.67.
dressed. He had no baggage. He had was a general movement toward get.
Ribs,' July $11.90; Sept. $11,905;
no money. He just walked aboard at
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE,, .October $11.72.
ting into line.
Havre. He kept moving around.
New York, July 3.- - Stock market,
Putting her action to her words Miss
The head waiter assigned him to a Pankhurst
NOTICE.
jumped from the wagon, operatlos during the morning .were
nice seat in the first class dining sa
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
organized a large body of sympathiz- governed largely by the course of af- loon. He was a very agreeable table ers, many of whom- wer dock workirs hrvad. The outbreak of serioui jc'iub has leased the La Jara and Tip
His French was perfect, ers, and marched at their head down Hostilities in the Balkans depressed
companion.
lakes, which are the two northern-th- e
his knowledge, of European politics Whitehall with the flag of the Womarkets
and l American most of th group of Kroenigs lakes
foreign
comprehensive and accurate, his fund men's Social and Political union sur- stocks sold off in London. Traders of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
of general information extensive and mounted on a liberty cap.
here took their cue from. Europeans person will, be allowed o hunt or
his manners were above reproach.
Miss Pankhurst headed the march. who put out small lines of stock at fish upon this property except mem-- '
He dodged stewards and the pursers Between 1,000 and 2,000
persons, every opportunity.
bers of tho club, and all persons goat such times as his ticket was likely man yof them dockers, followed her
Approach of the triple holiday re- ing there must he prepared to show
to be called for, slipped into vacant banner, singing the Marseillaise. Hav- stricted
propor- a membership card in this organizatrading to nominal
state roms, nooks and desk corners ing started the attack, the suffragette tions and after the
Otherwise they will be arrestslight movement tion.
alcoves of public rooms and lonesome leader left the active direction of
of the first hour the market remained ed for trespassing.
passageways for his lodgings, occa
to her supporters.
on a dead level. Bonds were steady.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
sionally hid under a lifeboat, and al
AKD FISHING CLUB.
The police hastily gathered reinCanadian Pacific showed greater
ways succeeded in dodging the ticket forcements and cordoned both ends of weakness after midday but the re"
collector.
NOTICE.
mainder of the list was steady. The
Downing street.
When the France reached Quaran
In the fighting women were thrown high condition revealed In the governThe Deep Lake Hunting and Fishtine a bolt of lightning struck the fore; to the ground and the docke'rs were ment's
monthly report on cotton in- ing club has leased the lake known
mast, gliding harmlessly off the spar clubbed. ,Many were arrested.
fused a little more- strength into the as the Deep lake, which is located!
and stunning ihe bos'un and seven
Meanwhile some of the husky dock southern and southwestern stocks, af- south of the La Jara lake of this
The resulth g exe'tement workers had thrashed a policeman ter the
sailors.
showing had produced lower group of Kroenlg's lakes of the Ten
aided Gronbereer'e boid schema.
Lakes Land company. No person will
here and there. Finally mounted po- prices for cotton futures. r
or fish upon this
When the ship '.as made fat just lice came to the rescue and dispersed
Expectation of a large addition to be allowed to hunt
members of the club,
'except
ater midnlgh of . me 20 be 'as the crowd.
property
stocks
with
unsettled
coupled
surplus
must be
among the first asboio, after ps'italy
Finding they were unable to enter trade conditions afforded r, abundant and all persons going there,
hand!a
to
with
card
show
membership
prepared
lifting his hat .md shaking
street
a
from
reason
for the increased heaviness of
Downing
Whitehall,
Otherwise
in
this
officers whose acq ii nance he hao. large contingent
they
organization.
proceeded through St. the copper shares. Their decilen and
will be arrested for trespassing.
made. He had no baggage to be ex James Park with the Intention of forc- a fall In Union
Pacific undermined
amined and lost no time in leaving the ing their way to the' ministerial resi- - the comparative steadiness of the list THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
FISHING CLUB.
pier.
For three days Gronberger drifted
penniless around New York, looking
for something to do. Then a brilliant
idea struck him. He would get an
interpreter's job at the immigration
,
station. He didn't know about the
immigration laws and supposed him
sefl safe, having gained almission.to
VV-.- l'
the country.
l flf
While they were quizzing Gronber
ger on Ellis Island a boarding officer
1
entered the room, and, taking a look
at the German, exclaimed:
"Huh, this is the fellow I took off
the Kaiserin Auguste Victoria lat
He had no ticket, but he was
in the steerage that trip."
Now Ellis Island hasn't decided
what to do with the audacious stowaway. He Is a good interpreter. But
if he is admitted to the country the
French line is'liaBle to a fin- -, of $"00
P
to the
for bringing an alien
United States, and If they, deport him
they will lose n first claf'i interpreter.
Aiuybe t!s department
u
and labor will make an exception and
remit the fine, allowing Dr. GronM
berger, the only known stowaway who
ever beat a first class passage in a
swell ocean hotel, to Etay here.
I
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Attend Bacharach's
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BIG

EAI

(ur Annual July Stock Reducing
Sale;- Is.. Mow On ;IriCFill Blest

e

light tomorrow morning. The pilots
who are expected to make the race,
together with the clubs they represent, are as folohvs: William.
Asa-ma-

A'tbert
Aero club;
Hoiz, Cincinnati Aero club; Captain
John Berry, Million population club,
St. Louis; G. II-- Bumbangh, Indianapolis Aero club; John Watts, Kansas City Aero club; and A. T. Alher-bolt- ,
Philadelphia Aero Ciub. . The
two minners in the elimination contest will be given places as representatives of the United States in the
international race for the .Tames Gordon Bennett trophy in ..France this
St.

r.or.is
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Every thing In the Ho vise Included - Nothing
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ing In an increasing ana intensifying
the spirit of fellowship among the
Si
A
churches, the edification of believers
and the conversion of scores of souls
t
1
-that we, the pastors of the several
I!
churches wish to express our confidEd Mann and family left for NeStatistics show that the percentage of money lost outside of banks is greater than that lost through
for
the
social
ence
and
appreciation
braska this afternoon.
bank failures ly over 40 per cent, and yet people will Btorei.their money away In stockings, bureau
and Christian fellowship enjoyed, for
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe left this
drawers, mattresses, carpets, etc., waiting for the thieves and flames.
the harmonious
and the
afternoon, for Canada.
Better deposit your money on Interest. We pay 4 per cent on saving and 2 per cent on cheeking
larg measure of success attained. We
Miss Maggie Ackernian came in
conin
him
his
accounts.
wish
further
Godspeed
from
afternoon
this
Lamy.
MAY CECIL SCHLOTT AND
JOS- secrated efforts to win souls for the
Vincent Jones came in last night
EPH RAY MONTGOMERY MAD
Redeemer's Kingdom. Signed: Wm.
from Pecos for a short stay Here.
PRETTY CEREMONY
M. Shultz, Reformed church;
S. S.
T. S. Roy of banta Fe was a visitor
Hilscher, Presbyterian;' W. II. Owen.
.here today from the Ancient City.
The wedding' of Miss May Cecil Baptinst; J. H. Price, First M. E.; R.
R. J. Palmer of Dulee, N. M., waa a
Schlott to Joseph Ray Montgomery of H. Ellett, Christ; S. B. Knowles, Trinbusiness visitor in Las Vegas today.
Dr. and Mrs. H. G. Hoag of Mora
Seattle, Wash., took place yesterday ity Methodist.
few days bust-- 1
afternoon at 5 o'clock at the First Me
Next week Mr. Runyan will come to
are in the city for
thodist church. The affair was at- Las Vegas to begin a series of union
iiess visit.
to Knole
RITCHIE AND RIVERS READY
Jack Martin of Taos came in this
tended by the numerous friends of the meetings here. He should be warmly When she first Invited him
was
know
Park
did
not
she
he
San
that
Francisco, July 3. Willie Ritvisit
business
morning for a few days
couple. It proved to be a pretty and welcomed.
I
wealthy and although her father was chie of San Francisco will defend his
in Las Vegas.'
solemn occasion.
never
to
her
embarrassed
occurred
it
title
tomor
of
business
lightweight champion
C. B. Baca, a well known
CARNIVAL WELL ATTENDED
The. church was decorated in green
few days.
to get money from him. She succeed row night against Joe Rivers of Lbs
man of Santa Rosa, was a business
are
crowds'
!n a tact fill way by the choir of the
''Big'
attenaing
nightly
came
children
and
Hess
Mrs. F. S.
National League
attractions of the Great White ed, she said, in securing all the plate Angeles for the first time since he
visitor, here today.
in from Las Cruces this afternoon. Methodist church',' of which the bride the
at Chicago; clear.
Cincinnati
was
fouK
won
Park
which
on
Knole
to
Ad
a
from
it
D. W. Condon left for Chicago '.act
belonging
shows which are located on the
Wtolgast
Mrs. Hess was accompanied by her Was director for a number of months. Way
St. Louig at Pitsburgh; clear.
a gold tea set, a present
chamis
Ritchie
the
first
sold,
except
on
side.
carniWest
Plaza
lightweight
the
The
aff'
night. He intends to visit Meads and sister,1 Miss Nora Trahey."" '
The' ceremony was performed under
New York at Philadelphia; clear.
relatives there.
val company opened its engagement from King George I, to the first Duke pion California has produced and how
McWenie will leave Saturday a huge bell of smilax.
E.
J.
Boston at Brooklyn; clear.
to
which
went
It
America.
of
ever
Mrs. Charles Kohn left today for
the
battle
the
title
wfil
The
Dorset,
may result,
company
The entrance of the bridal party in- Monday night
for Denver, where he will
morning
visit
will
toewas valued at $25,000.
is sure to remain in the state. BetAlbuquerque, where she
his wife and visit there and to the church was pretty. The strains leave Sunday morning, Saturday
American League
with friends for the coming few days. join
sobbed bitterly when ting today stood stationary at 10 to 8
Sackville
here.
The Great
the
last,
Lady
ing
day
weeks.
several
of the wedding march started at 5
at St. Louis; clear.
from other places pr
Chicago
Rev. J. S. Moore retu:-ii'icarto
was
a
is
about
the
she
letter
White
more
best
the
with
Ritchie
favorite
and
company
questioned
Way
Frank G. Gustafson cf Galva, 111., o'clock and continued until the entire,
Detroit
at
Santa Fe last night where he bna atto have ever visited a friend in which she had said Scott Ritchie than Rivers money in sight.
Cleveland; clear.
arrived in Las Vegas today and will party had arrived at the 'altar. Fol- nival company
rid- was making a new will "leaving ev- Both men are in
tended the Sunday school convention.
Philadelphia at New York; clear.
perfect condition.
for several weeks visit lowing the ceremony, which was per- Las Vegas. There are several
here
remain
Mis. H. A. Seelinger and daughter
or nine attractions erything he had dangled before my There was no boxing at either trainWashington at Boston; clear.
her sister, Miss Sabina G- Gus- formed by Rev. E. C. Anderson, a ing devices, eight
let for Rochester, Minn.,vthis after- ing
and other first class entertainments. weary eyes for ten years away from ing camp. The fight will be called at
tafson.
quartette sang in a capable, manner The attractions are comprised of a us." In a torrent of
noon. They will stop over in Kansas
American Association
rage she said it 1:30 p. m., it is announced.
Col. R. E- Twitchell will leave to "O Perfect Love."
Columbus at Toledo; clear.
City.
minstrel show, animal show, side was a most monstrous thing for a
Kansaa
for
City,
on
No.2
train
Immediately following the ceremonv shows and others. All are up to the
R. H. Gokey nas resigned his posi- night
Indianapolis at Louisville; clear.
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
friend to give this letter up.
where he was suddenly called today a reception was
given at the home of standard and are entertaining large The woman was one too who had been
tion at the Elks club and left last
St. Paul at Minneapolis; clear.
of
Dillon
vs.
i'ilness
Bill
Jack
ten
McKinnon
serious
.on account of the
the bride on Columbia avenue which corwds.
night for Missouri, where he will lo: bis
talking always about the Scotts. She rounds, at Indianapolis.
mother,
cate.
proved to be a delightful affair. Mrs.
Western Lergue
A party consisting of Hay Raynolds,
Young Saylor vs. Battling Terry,
pointed out that further on in the letis well known in Las
J. M. Stubby of Cherryvale wat a
Lincoln at Denver; clear.
ter she had written "I am very sorry ten rounds, at Indianapolis.
Mrs. H. Raynolds, Ruth Raynolds, Montgomery
business visitor In the city today and
having resided here practically FIGHT IS ON TO
Topeka at Wichita; clear.
Al Kubiak vs. Jin),
Savage, ten
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lucas and son,
to lose his friendship, as friends are
left this afternoon for his home on
her entire life, being a light type of
St. Joseph at Des Moines; clear.
leave
at
N.
will
witBeach,
rounds,
Y,,
Miss
Rockaway
Johnson
some
was
before
and
rare." It
time
Lorna
the mesa-MrSioux City at Omaha; ctear.
beauty and a capable business woman
vs. Jimmy Duffy, ten
Joe
where
this
Shugrue
BIG
WILL
Porvinor
evening,
for
El
could
ness
BREAK
herself.
compose
to
' ,
friends
she
made
Harry Hartley is exec-.f- l
has
her
many
during
',
Buffalo.
at
,
,
Fourth.
rounds,
...,
will spend the.
At other times she kept the court
return from Santa Fe today. Mrs. they
residence here. As a musician Mrs.
.
in roars of laughter, as when she deJ.
has
been
visiting
Hartley
Montgomery has distinguished herself RELATIVES
DAH BASEBALL
LADY scribed Walter Scott's actions in makCONTESTING
With four cars ' 6f horses, dogs, .and has appeared with excellent musi
Barry there.
ARE
IN
FIGHTERS
CLAIM
TO
SACKVILLE'S
ing love to her, and In her mimicking
W. F. Olson of Albuquerque left monkeys and other animals and many1 cal
'organizations. She is the daughSCOTT'S MILLIONS
of the persons she mentioned in the
National League.
last night for Santa Fe after having people, the Don Carlos show arrived ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Schlott, well
course of her evidence.
FINE CON 1TIQH At Chicago-Chlcag- o,
6; Pittsburgh,
been a business visitor aer? for the in Las Vegas this afternoon and to- known residents of Las Vegas.
London, July 3. "The fight for the
She insisted that Scott had left his
past few days.
it will show at the Duncan opera
Mr. Montgomery is a well known millions" the suit in 'which the rela
night
At Brooklyn Brooklyn, 15; Boston,
money for Knole Park and not for her
L. H. Welsh, representative for a house? 'This Bhow has-beplaying business man of Seattle, being contives of the late John Murray Scott and that the great link between Scott DIXON AND DUNDEE ARE EXPECT-E- 3.
well known dry goods firm of Den- three arid four night stands in all the
nected with a large hardware firm at are endeavoring to have pronounced
TO PUT UP A GREAT BAT-- .
At ' Philadelphia New York, 8;
and herself was their knowledge of
ver, came in last night for a short large cities In' New Mexico anrf AriTOMORROW
TLE
place. He is a graduate of an invalid on account of alleged undue art.
thaj
,i
Philadelphia, 4.
business visit here.
zona arid In each place was received eastern college.
He first met his
Will by which: he left
.At Cincinnati St. Louis, 6; Cln- the
influence,
J. W. Barday came in from his with large" 'audiences.
The trained bride there several years ago.
N. M,- July 3,- - Jake clnnatl, 4.
of
Albuquerque,
his'fortune
bulk
of
$5,000,000
and
the
home at Albuquerque last night
Report of Condition of
ponies, dogs and monkeys in this show
With marked significance comes to
Levy, and a party of Santa Fe busiwill be a business visitor' here for
Lody Sackvlllefwas resumed today
BANK ness! men
SAVINGS
do stunts' "that seem Impossible, imi- the fact that Mrs. Montgomery was
ID
American League.
say Tommy Dixon work out
and
in the probate, divorce
admiralty
the coming few days.
the real workings of man in wedded on the day of the twenty
.At New York Philadelphia, 8; New
Johnnie
on Monday afternoon,-anN. M.
LAS.
court.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Floyd left this tating
OF
VEGAS,
such a way as has never been seen
of her mother's
Dundee Monday night. Both boys cre- York, 5.
At close of business June 30, 1913.
As soon ag the presiding Jude, fcir
morning for Mineral Hill, where they before. The show lasts two solid eighth anniversary
At St. Louis St Louis,
ASSETS
wedding, also that her birthday comes Samuel Thomas Evans had taken his
ated a great impression on the Santr.
Clevewill be the guests of the McSchooner
hours and is sure to draw huge on the same day. The happy couple
..$itt5,3!.60 Fe
Tjoans and Discounts
and they declared that land,
sportsmen,
on the bench. Lady Sackville re Furniture and Fixtures ....
4.7K6.70
seat
family for a few days.
of the carnival left last night on train No. 9 for CaliAt Detroit Detroit, 7; Chicago, B.
13.690.00
owned
would nottiiss the said contest
John L. Zimmerman 'left last night crowds regardless
turned to the witness stand and under Stocks
i8.17o.63 they
Cash on nund and due from Bunks
f'
on the West side this fornia where
is
showing
that
At Boston Washington, 6; Bosthey will spend a few direct examination by Sir Edward
under any conditions.
for his headquarters at Albuquerque
'
$201,976.93
will "'start at weeks on their
show
first
The
0.
week.
ton,
tour
and
later
visitor
wedding
In the evening Dundee treated the
after having been a business
Carson, her counsel, resumed her ac
LIABILITIES
"','
8:30 d'bloclf. '
be at home in Seattle, Wash., to their count of
exhibitions
15.000.00
one
here for a short time.
to
of
the
fans
greatest
her friendship with the baro Capital
2,000 00
Surplus
Western League.
friends after August 1.
F. W. Drake, postmaster and prominet. She said it was in the spring Undivided profits
5,413.89 of combined boxing and figTiting that
At
Wichita
179,032 94
N.
man
of
Deposits
M.,
Denver,
In
business
state.
Wichita,
seen
nent
Hodges,
this
He
has ever been
SITUATION WANTED
of 1900 while she and the baronet
came in last night and will be a busi$801,9;6.93
of
Kid
has
man
lor
desires
partners
Payo,
employment
sparing
were driving together that Sir John
Young
At Sioux City Omaha, 7; Sioux
ALL READY FOR
I, Hallett Raynolds, cashier of the above
ness visitor for a few days.
some kipd; out of doors preferred;
told her of his Intention to leave her named bank, do hereby certify that the above of El Paso, Harry Shafer, of Chey
3.
City,
to
of
is
statement
true
the
best
my
Pat McElroy left last night lor he moderate, .salary. Address X. Y., care
knowledge
amusement
enne.
Payo afforded the
He told her that his moth and belief.
$1,000,000.
At
St.
Rochheld
to
in
be
Joseph Des Moines, 19; St.
Elks convention
" HALLETT RAYNOLDS.
for the crowd, and Shafer was called
Mrs. M. V, Woods, Hotel La Pension,
FOURTH PICNIC er was dead, and Lady Sackville had
4.
Cashier
Joseph,
ester, N. Y. Mr. McElroy is ,i
.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
upon for the hard end of the milling.
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You can always depend upon K. C not to
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RUNYAN WINS PRAISE
stove or turning the pan around makes no dun.:"- Kansas The
still VMs himself c:
Tola,
Union
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enceK- C sustains the raise until bAcl.
inir tf'n hours a Cay.
of this testimonial, Evangelist
subject
When there's a birthday or wedding c!.e
evanan
conducted
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gelistic campaign among us in the
taks
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to provide,
city of Tola, Kansas, for three weeks,
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v.IK,
earselfish devotion, true spirituality,
you fu '
nest labors, Christian courtesy and exr. c..'
cellent and successful service, retult-
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3, 1913.

Valentina Rivera came in from
Santa Fe this afternoon on a short
business trip.r
Mrs. Earlo- Hoke, Mrs. Hallet Reynolds and Mrs. H. Pe'l'i, came In from
Raton this afternoon.
Mrs. F. O. Robb left this afternoon
for her home in Watrous, where she
intends spending the Fourth.
Mrs. J. .1. Rafferty leit for Santa
Fe this afternoon. Mrs. Rafferty Intends to locate In Santa Fe.
Dr. and Mrs. Do Marias left this
afternoon for. Salt Lake City on a
visit to friends and relatives.
Mrs. A. Langston and daughter
Lena 'left this afternoon for Clovis,
where they .will visit relatives.
Mss Sally Ackerman , wi'il leave
for Lamy this evening, where she will
spend the Fourth with her family.
Mrs. F. Cartiz and daughter, Pauline, 'ieft this afternoon ror Santa Fe,
where they will visit relatives for a
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CHANGE

CLOCKS

IN

FORCE OF HABIT

SUICIDE

.Aerial Waves, Instead of Springs, as
at Present, May Move Hands
on Dial.

The coming use of wireless
in time regulation is giving the
clockmakers of England much to
speculate about at the present time,
aemarks the New York Evening Post.
Some of them profess to see a coming age of workless clocks that is to
succeed this clockwork age, the one
rwe live in.. That is to say, fnBtead of
icach clock trying in its own small
way to keep exact step to the march
of the minute by means of its own little paraphernalia in pendulum, spring
and cog wheel, there will exist a system of master clocks, one in every
.great center, taking the time from
Creenwich observatory, minute by
minute, through wireless antennae,
and in turn passing it on to the community of neighboring clocks by other
yt.lectric apparatus.
This sounds almost as Jules Verne
!like as leaving word with Greenwich
observatory to call one at 6: 30 o'clock.
"The immediate question is rather that
of the extent to which a spark sent
out to all points simultaneously would
benefit the keepers of accurate time.
If it were worth while, a student of
the subject ivs, it would be perfectly
feasible to regulate any number of
clocks within the wireless radius by
means of
spark impulses.
An English clockmaker has already
carried out the scheme on a email
scale in his own home. All the clock3
In the house of F. O. Read of Chls-wic- k
are run by sparks from a master
clock. The responding clocks should
Tather be called indicators, for they
are nothing but dials and hands
moved by one wheel, which is actuated by the spark impulses.
teleg-Taph-
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Clovertop That old hoss you sold
me stopped right in front of the
church as the bell struck one, and he
never moved till, it struck two.
Cyrus Snodgrass Oh, yes; I forgot
to tell you he'd been in a horse car,
and that it took strokes of the bell
to

start

him.

one-hal-

NICE MAN

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

ff

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second
A. M.
fourth
Regular comThursday evening
munication first and
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vts'.m
third Thursday In
brothers cordially invited. Howard
,yfl aach month. Visiting T. Davis). Dictator; J. Thornhill,

' yf

vlted.

IIP

$35,-00-
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Wanted

The struggle over the renewal of
y

"Were you glad when gTanpa procompany had already begun, and
to you?"
posed
the council had already granted It the
"Why, of course I was, dear."
iranchise it wished, renewed Its
"He's such a nice man. It would
years,
leges for another twenty-fivhave
been a shame It you had let him
In
the
IMayor Brand Whitlock writes
out of our family."
marry
American Magazine.
When Mayor Jones vetoed the bill
WILLING TO EXHIBIT
the council prepared to pass It over
liis veto and would have done bo that
Monday night had It not been for two
men Mayor Jones and Negley D.
Cochran, the editor of the News-BeMr. Cochran, with his brilliant gift In
the writing of editorials, had called
out the whole populace, almost, to
attend the meeting of the council and
School assoThe German-Americato protest.
ciation will get $35,000; the Deutscher
The demonstration was so far efVerein, No. 112 Central Park South,
fective that the council was too
the German hospital of
$5,000;
frightened to pass the street railway
ordinance. The attorney for the street
Brooklyn, $10,000; the Marien-Heirailway company was there, and when
of Brooklyn, $20,000; the Gemeinde
there was a lull in the noise he
Wa'ilinarod of Germany, $10,000.
sneered:
The executors are Paul C. Schnitz-ler- ,
"I suppose, Mr. Mayor, that this la
No. 15 East Forty-eightBtreet,
an example of government under the
E. Janezier.
H.
Herman
and
rule?"
.golden
Gave Generously to Oothers.
"No," replied Jones In a flash, "it is
an example of government under the
Hutter was poor until about 20
xule of gold."
years ago, when he invented the stopComing nere at the age of 30
If
Fox
circumstances
permit- per.
First
Municipal University.'
he
had
worked hard, often in poverty,
to
an
exhibit
make
The municipal university is compar ted I Bhould like
his
but
simple device brought him
show.
a
at
poultry
not
is
atively new in this country, but
would
"quickly.
He gave much to
wealth
Indeed!
Fox
Second
Whiit,
Tare abroad. The university in Leipexhibit?
charities and was generous to his
you
not
a
German
is
university,
great
zig
First Fox My appetite.
. but is first and foremost the Univeremployes.' He was a collector of Oriental rugs and made numerous trips
sity of Leipzig a municipal instituto the East in search of rare specition.
ALWAYS AT LIBERTY
The city of Hamburg is to follow in
mens.
His apartment on Fifty-nintthis path, having just completed
was luxuriously and artisticstreet
plans for a city university on a large
ally furnished. His will directs that
scale, while many of the newer Engthe disposal of his household belonglish universities, although national
ings be left to the judgment of his
In their aims and general character,
executors.
will endeavor to meet the special
needs of the' industrial centers in
His suicide was attributed to melwhich they are located, and to that
ancholia, following a long illness.
extent will be municipal universities.
United States Educational CommisA Good Investment
sioner P. P. Claxton is interested in
D. Magli, a well known merchant
W.
this movement, and declares that it
of Whitemound, Wis., bonght a stock
should be watched by all interested in
of Chamberlain's medicine so as to
educatian.
be able to supply them to his custom'
ers. After receiving them he was
Set New Idea In Building.
himself taken sick; and says that one
"Francis K. Kimball, who provided
small bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
the .basic idea for modern laisson
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy was
ioundation construction, entes od the
worth more to him than the cost of
his entire stock of these medicines.
mploy of a builder at the age of fourFor sale by ail dealers Adv.
teen, and has devoted his life to that
line of work. He stopped designing
and building to serve in the Civil
Lady And you say that you follow
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
war, but has suffered no interruption two of the moet popular professions?
CONCERN
am
I
since. At one time he went to Enga
winter
in
Hobo Yes, mum;
Notice is hereby given to whom it
land, where he was engaged as su- baseball player and in the summer I
pervising architect of Trinity college. am an actor. Dat Is why never work may concern that Pearl Mary Rhodes
The caisson idea came to him while
the undersigned was appointed on the
erecting a building in New York.
24th day of June, A. D. 1913, executor
ENOUGH IN ITSELF
Treacherous sands were encountered,
of the estate of Josephine Rawlins,
Vo
new
seek a
method
compelling him
for excavating fgr the foundation. His
deceased, and all persons having
career has been marked by originalclaims against the estate of said Joseity, and he has overcome many obsta-?ie)
phine Rawlins, deceased, will present
In construction and established
the same within the time prescribed
toany precedentc in method. He is
by law.
u member of the New York chapter oi
'
PEARL MARY RHODES,
the American Institute of Architect!-- .
Administrator.
i
M
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Projectile's Gain of Speed.
Experiments with improved instrument for measuring the velocity of
0
gHojoctfies have shown that the speati
.088 oa increasing after the inifssilo
5v
lias left tho tnoutb. of the cannon.
.Leaving the muzzle with a velocity of
174 feet a second, a projectile has
been observed to increase its speed
3
W
.to 1.CS9 feet a Second within the first
six feet It is only after having trav-K'twenty-fivyatds that the pro::tile'B velocity becomes reduced to
Howard UTy is thinking
t'u? sppf'd it had on leaving tho rn
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W. M., H. S

Petteu, Secretary. J.

E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 54V
O. of ,B. B. Meets
every first
2, Tuesday of tho month in the vestry

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
Reg-- t
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ec d
lar conclave
day in each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
KlnkeL K.
Chaa. Tamme.

C;

SIGN PAINTING

CHAPTER
MASONS

NO. 3, ROYRegilar con- -

voaatlon first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7! SO p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.
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o'clock. Visiting numbers are
J. C. Wertx,
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O. H. Bally, treasurer.
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FOR SALE Range, dining table and
other furniture. , 1113 Eleventh
street.

giving you

Ly

residence, three 'lots, tor
sale cheap If taken qnicit. Phone

DESIRABLE

Secret?

v,

X'"

B. HUXMANN
Dentistwork of any description

COUNKNIGHTS OF. COLUMBUS,
Dental
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and moderate prices.
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall, Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Mam
Plonrer building.
Visiting memEast Las Vegas, K M
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
Devise, O. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
Professional Health Culture for Ladlsr

is.

GER-

fr

GREY (STER- LING) FINISH

Rssnt

i
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1

su
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ALL'gHGCEU.3

OF PY

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., ta 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery.

AG

UA

...20c

per
zdc per
...30c per
40c per

.

...... ...50o

per

100

lbs.

100 .lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers, nd Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity ass
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegaa Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
3S

ANT Ads

.

Are Best
.jML

uwsf

Ala rket

Finders

Classified add. search out the people to whom among all
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth moat.

those

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST io aoaisoa
the ads. In tola newspaper and would never hear ts
your property, unlesa It were advertised here.

REXT Five room cottage on
1 FOR
hiil. Phone Purple 5301.

Others, who read and am er ads. in this newspaper watt us
are anxious to pay c&sh for) books, automobile,' wed machiatry
and furniture, artielom ot usefulness of any sort, and musical !,
'
.
u
trumeuta.

FOR

RENT

seekers need apply.
Kitchen.

No
Call

I

EMPRESS 1
can be ol

tained in this city fcom

1

KNIGHTS

MRS. OLLIE 8HEARER
General Massage, Hair and 8cai
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manlcurt
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. n

health
White

ROOMS

e

4 'Vf'Mri

NO.

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

L.

FOR RENT furnished or tmfurnish.
modern conveniences.
ed house;
Apply 1026 Eighth street.

1
1

I

LODGE

FOR SALE Pigs at 2.50 and $3 delivered In Laa Vegas. Harry Maurice, Sapello N. M,

P LATE
BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH--

DORADO

SALE Perry Onion will seil
you 25 pounds of rhubard for $1.

SILVER

j

OEXTISTS

FOR

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON -- -- IT S
GENUINE WM.
.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

1

New mox

OR. F.

Main

MAN PROCESS

a

Attorneya-at-La-

Vegas.

SALE Newspaper plant and
equipment. This plant formerly used by the Joplin Tribune Publishing company and is an
Goss
plant in splendid condition.
Duplex 16 page press with driving
apparatus, complete stereotyping
outfit, several series of type in fine Seal.
condition, galleys, composing sticKs,
Linoytpe machines, several motors
from
H. P. to ten H. P.,
brass leads, slugs ad rules, composing tables, Imposing stones, metal
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
saws, slug saws, trimmers, mailing
room equipment, tools, office furnidespription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
ture including flat and roll top
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery .. ... .
desks, chairs, typewriters, safe, ad25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
ding machine, stoves, tables, every40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery .
thing complete throughout. The
. ..50c per IOC lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery..;
above for sale in whole or in part.
For quick sale prices adrdess R. E.
Burns, care of Joplin Globe, oir still
better call and look over the above.
1200 Lincoln Ave
Phone Main 227.
There's probably something you
want whether you are in the newspaper business or not.

FOR SALE Piano; on, account of
traveling will sell beautiful $ 400
piano cheap for cash;: used three
months. Call and see it. 608 Main.

a present for doing something
you 'd do
ny
when
way
you
leam how Much
Better EMPRESS

FLOUR rtalh

HUNKER A HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Ha

'SJIUWJ.f.'"JflLI"f

EMPRESS
FLOUR

-

ATTOKNKYK

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
La
month Elke home on Ninth stree''
brotL-ersarand Douglas avenue. Visiting
cordially invited!. Gov. Wm.
J. Mills, Hxalted Ruler; D. W. Con-

I

This elegant Rogers'

"s

ln'-'.te- d

one-four- th

h

It

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO

Meets every Monday evening a
their hall on Sixth street All visit
to at
lng brethren cordially
Gu
tend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.;
M.
Elwood
T.
V.
G.;
Lehman,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer:
C. V. Hedscock, cemetery tniFt
1.

THIAS Meets ev
ery Monday even
lng in Castle Hall
Visiting
Knighti
The Long Branch' and Mlddletown
are cordially lnvlt teams are
battling at the top for the
fcii.
Chas TJebacB
in the New York and New
pennant
aer
C
Chancelloi
Jersey league;
sF
4
nitMtnitlAi TTam
of
and
Records
ry Martin, Keeper
Subscribe for The Optic.

FOR
.
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HANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN' OF AMERICA1
8. Meets first and third Frldayi
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World
at 7:S0 p. m. In Haaonlo Temple,
Mrs. J. O. RutlediOb Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
tron; Mrs. axuei Tripp, Becretary.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone Malm
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local J33
NO.
FRATERNAL' BROTHERHOOD
uty.
Visiting memoers are espe102 Mees every Monday night at
cially wolcome and; cordially lnvlir
O. R. O. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
ed.

EL

N. O.

rooms of Tempie Monteflore at
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers art
Isaac
invited
Appal
cordially
President: Charles Oreenclav. Se

I. O. O.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

step-brothe- r,

n

Secretary.

Wm. P. Mills,

I.
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JMayor Sam, Jones of Toledo Had a
Quick- - Reply for a Corpora-,- f
tion Lawyer.

AND CAFF

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

COLUM

EXAMPLE OF DIFFERENT RULE

rall--wa-

eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be Incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease ana pre
TO
scribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treat
Sci
ment, pronounced it incurable.
ence has proven Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore ' re
quires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
is the
MILLIONAIRE LEAVES $147,000 TO Cheney and Co., Toledo, Ohio,
constitutional cure on the maronly
THOSE WHO WERE FAITHket. It is taken Internally in' doses
FUL TO HIM
It
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
acts directly on the blood and mucous
They offer
New York, July 3. The will of surfaces of the system.
Karl flutter, millionaire inventor wrho one hundred dollars for any case it
fails to cure. Send for circulars and RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
AOVfc.
killed himself in the. bath room of testimonials.
TI8EMENTS
.
his bachelor apartment at' No. 116
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
'
West Fifty-nintstreet on May 15, ledo, O.
Five cent per ;ine eacrt insertion.
Sold by druggists, 75c. .
was filed with the Surrogate yesterTake Hall's Family Pills for consti- Estimate six ordinary worda to a Una.
He remembered
day.
handsomely
Adv.
No ad to occupy leas space than iwo
those who worked for him in perfect pation.
line. Ai! advertle mntt charged
invenhis
and
commercializing
ing
OBEY THAT IMPULSE
tion a patent porcelain and rubber
,
Instead of the daily torment of will be booked at space actually
stopper for bottles leaving $147,000 weak back, backache, sore kidneys, without regard to number of word.
swollen joints and rheumatism, obey Cash In advance
to employes.
preferred. '
that imulse to take Foley Kidney Pills.
heestate
Of his residuary
gave
with nature, which
They
estimated at about $300,000, accounts for their success in all kidto he divided equally between Cooper ney and bladder disorders. They are
union and the German hospital, at healing.
strengthening and tonic.
and give
Obey that impulse today
Park avenue and Seventy-seventa chance to help your.
O. G.
street. He made additional specific them
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
bequests aggregating $SO,000 to charAdv.
ities and institutions and left the
rest of his property to relatives In The Best Medicine in the World
"My little girl had dysentery very
Germany and friends here.
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN I.
bad. I thought she would die. ChamHow Rewards Are Distrlubted
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
The bequests to employes are:
cured her, and I can trutheach to Herman H. E. Jantzer of Remedy
fully say that I think it is the best
No. 745 Riverside Drive, and Ernest medicine in the world," writes Mrs.
Kfueger of Stapleton, S. I.; $30,000 William Orvis, Clare, Mich. For sale
WANTED
Dressmaking; prices reato Car't Manz of No. 50 Hemlock street, by ail dealers. Adv.
sonable.
Over York's store.
Brooklyn ; $25,000 to F. C. Beuermann
The agonizing discomfort and sense
of No. 740 Decatur street; Brooklyn;
of suffocation that
hay WANTED Man to work on ranch;
Gertz of No. 222 fever and asthma mayaccompany
$5,000 to Walter
be greatly almust be capable of handling team.
Seventh avenue, Brooklyn. These are leviated by the use of Foley's Honey
Address J. M. Ackerman, Lamy, N.
all employes at his bottle works, No. and Tar Compound. It has soothing
M.
reon
mucus
the
effect
and
linings,
241 Lafayette street, and among the
other employes there $7,000 is to be lieves the gasping andandtickling senbronchial
sation in the throat
cutting
divided. The bequests are condition- tubes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross WANTED Lawn mowing,
weeds or other work around premed on the men's remaining with the Drug Store. Adv.
ises. R. G. McAllister. Call E.
business until It is settled up.
G Murphey's.
DON'T use a cough medicine conAn additional $10,000 is to be dior morphine.
They
vided among employes of the Pros- taining opium
the bowels and do not WANTED Experienced cook, good
constipate
pect Brewing company, Philadelphia. cure, only stifle the cough. Examine
wages. Mrs. Arthur C. Ilfeld, 1053
Hutter's entire estate in Germany the label and if the medicine conEighth street.
and $100,000 from his estate here is tains these harmful opiates refuse it.
left to his sister, Sophia Nink, of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is healing and WANTED Reliable girl of good moMontabaur, Germany. To her hus- contains noO. opiates,
G. Schaefer and Red
soothing.
berals for housework. No other need
in
Jacob
band,
Nink, $25,000
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
1054 Seventh street.
apply.
queathed, and each of their four children receive $25,000, and share equal'
WANTED Competent
estate.
ly in half of the residuary
stenographer
CARRIAGE
Three children of Caspar Hutter, a
and office clerk Answer in own
AUTOMOBILE,
AND
share in $150,000.
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.

EMPLOYES

half-minut- e

the franchise grants to the etreet

LEAVES

ALL

y

There is more Catarrh in this sec
tion of the country than all other dis

Lost

As
Bible

"

,

who reads

LOST Lady's gold
watch; monogram. Return to Mary Hansen.

seta.

ada. are read bj all posiib.'e
f thiagt, they have come to be finder

the classified

aorta

buyii,

of all
of the best
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When a new bridge is needed, a road must be repaired, a courthouse is to be built,
where does the money come from? Do the mail order houses pay it? Hardly. They will,
not even send a contribution to help buy a bell for the new church or to help a Fourth
of July Celebration. They pay no taxes in this town, and they are not concerned in its
prosperity.
This town must be supported by its residents and those who live in the immediate
vicinity. If they insist on sending their money away then they are helping to kill
their town, and they are making it harder for them to pay the taxes necessary to
maintain local government and to make local improvements.
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You owe something to yourself, and you owe something to your neighbors. You
can help yourself by helping your neighbors. You can't injure your neighbors with-

out injuring yourself. When you send money to mail order houses you are hurting
your town, your neighbors and yourself.
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VATERMELOfiS

THAT CAR 0

The Y. M. C. A. will be open
morrow from 9 a- m. to 6 p. m.

at

lamps

EVERY DAY.

3

lLdk ii

THE OLD RELIABLE
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All at
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TRADE
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SOUTH AFRICAN

F

WATER RAG
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Cost

fern

OflTUW.

For
Cash
PRICES:

NOTE: THESE

THE ADAH APPELL CO.

1

We get them direct from the grow-

ci) J

:

Fineh's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
The special
train that is going
in wood. Direct from the distillery hp the canyon tomorrow will leave
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
the depot at 8 o clock and will 'leave
Adv. Bridge street station at 8:30.

Each

We. Are Closing Out Our Stock of
Tents, for This Season

( I

There will be one delivery tomorLa Sociedad de Amigos will give a row morning from the postoffice.
dance in the Fraternal Brotherhood The general delivery window wil'i be
hall Friday evening. Adv.
:
open from 8 to 10.

CANTALOUPES

Now Is Your Opportunity

Fireworks on the picnic tomorrow
are positively forbidden either on the
train or on the grounds.

Try a dram or oiQ Taylor
at tie Opera Bar. Adv.

Came in just a week ago, 1300
melons That means almost 2600
persons pleased because they are
50LD and we have another cat
due mURSDAY.

ers

For This Week

to-

8.04

o'clock this evening.

15c

e

-

.Light automobile

lOc &nd

Open-facsilver watch. Leave
Optic and receive reward.

Lost

at

THURSDAY, JULY 3, 1913.
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Did you ever see a Gocycle go?
Yesterday afternoon while running
Watch the Optic. It will tell you all up Bridge street, a street car driven
about it.
by Motorman Thornhill hit a wagon
85c for
size . Wa:er
belonging to the Singer Sewing Ma'
Jose Mares has entered the employ chine company and slightly damaged
j
Bags.
of the Bridge Street Hardware com- it. The Singer wagon was traveling
al. size Water
$1.35 for 2
pany in the capacity of clerk.
Bags.
up Bridge street when the horse shied
$1.85 for
eize Water
and turned towards the approaching
On account of the Fourth of July car. The shafts and one axle was
Bags.
celebrations there will he no meeting damaged. This is but one of many
15c for 25c Screen Door Sets.
of the Royal Neighbors of America to- cases as this that happen on account
$1 for
Camp Stoves,
morrow evening.
worth $l.u0.
of careless driving by the many team$1.50 for
Camp Stoves,
sters and special precaution should be
J. C Schlott has been awarded the
worth
$2.
no
so
that
serious
taken at all times
15c for all sizes 25c Stove
contract to build the new playhouse accidents occur.
on Bridge street and started work on
Pipe and Elbows.
15c for 25c largo Glass Lemthe building this morning with a big
Secretary W. H. Stark of the Comon Extractors.
force of men.
mercial club, today stated that the
Combinetle
$1.25 for $1.75
collections taken in during the month
White Enameled.
The E.5 Romero Hose company will of June were
than
any previous
larger
10c for 25c Folding Cur'iing
not hold their regular meeting tomor. collection so far in the history of the
Irons.
row night on account ?t ,J'y
Too club. "The club is also improving in
meeting will be held on the Fray fol the matter of general interest," said
lowing tomorrow.
air. Stark, "and a marked improve
ment 1$ shown in all lines of the)
Stern and Nahm have started work workk
rowans progress to tne
on a new warehouse that is to be built
tlie members take a
club as when
in the rear of their business estabdecided stand for th?.feneral improveOpposite the Y. M. C.A.
lishment. The building will be large ment
the success cannot be limited.
enough to accommodate a large The work on the reeleanog of the
amount of business and will be fire;4
.
.$
club rooms has progressed rapidly and
On account of being called east on
proofby the latter part of the week prac- account of the serious illness of nis
tically all the improvements will have tfiother Col. R. E. Twitchell wil'i be
Duncan and Browne are installing been
completed. The walls with the unable to speak at the meeting of the
a new electric set of musical bells new
tingting, the new waxed floors ivOrtlliitl NfeW Mexicd Good Roads
which will be used for the first tima and the well cleaned wood work make
hseaciatlSn which is to be held at
Monday night in the Browne theater. the rooms take on a prosperous apSpringer tomorrow. At this meeting
These bells are arranged in an un- pearance that will prove, to make
the many important questions will be"dis-cusseusual way and doubtless will prove to club a real home for the business
for the good of the roads bebe. very entertaining to the public.
tween Raton, and Las Vegas. Steps
will be tali en to sucure state approThe road to the camp where the
SPEND THE FOURTH AT EL
priations for the improving of the
state militia will meet this year is bePORVENIR
roads and state highways. A large
and
ing put in excellent condition
,' Notification in advance will be ap- number of good road boosters are
when completed will be one of the
Adv. expected to attend tWs ' meeting.
preciated1.
best sections of road near the city.
Automobiles will have little trouble In
going up to the camp and all vehicles
CI 3,,
wjll be able to make the trip. A num
ber of the officers who will visit the
camp this year will bring their wives
with them and it is expected that the
social part of the camp will not be
,iv
lacking this year.

j

$6.75

$9.00 7x9 Wa.ll Tents.

10 oz.
10 oz.
10x12
.Wall
Tents.
$12.75
'

-

$9.50

AND SO ON

623-62-
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G. JOL'CJCEn

Ave.

;

BUY AN AUTO DELIVERY WAGON

Insure Prompt Deliveries at minimum Cxpmnse
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation, cheaper than horse power,
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Kelly n & Co.

Gross,

Sole .Agents
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MONEY TO LOAN
We are prepared to make first mortgage ioans on Las Vegas real
estate. ' No "Red Tape." Loans handled promptly and carefully.
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PRESENTING

The Big Trained Wild Animel Shows
Fiht

See Capt. Scott

for Life in the Lion's Den.

The Dixie Land Minstrels LAUGHLAND

.,

I BAKERY GOODS
andAgency Corporation
,.

Agents

Last night at about 0 30 o'clock one ing put on the track, by some person
of the cars of the Las Vegas Light and and the motorman, on account of the
Power company was derialed' in the larkness and rush of people, was unmidst of the carnival attractions on able to see the obstruction. The car
the south side of the Plaza park. The traffic was delayed about 25 minutes
'
- "
derailment was caused by a spike be on account.

eleferatlo

SMART

FEW GOOD HOUSES FOR KENT.

The Investment
Knln 40.

U

A committee from the fire department will on next Monday solicit ail
the business houses nnd property
owners in the sprinkling district of
the city for funds to maintain this
During the past few
department.
months a number of the business
men and property owners have not
contributed to this fund and consequently In order to continue the
sprinkling of the streets t wi'il 'e
necessary for the department to have
more funds on hand During the hot
weather the dust on. the streets becomes thick and very disagreeable
aud with this fact in view the department expects to have little trouble
In securing the necessary funds.
n

Why not Invest your money In Las Vegas real estate at present
We can show you some bargains that are bound to make
prices?
you good money if you will take" adantage pf them.
A

CHARLES iLFELD COMPANY,

Spend Tomorrow on

AFJWWJ-.O'O-

swastika:

Investigate its merits ana obtain fun particulars from

.

GEO. A. FLEMING,. Prest. and Mgr.
C03

,.

1-

Linco'm

Avenue.

The Big Ten in One, The Malay Prince, The
Arkansas Wonders, Ferris Wheel the
Sensational Free Acts,

11
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THIS STdRE WILL
BE CLOSED ALL DAY
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Vegetables and
Fruits in Season
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